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In the 1997 Hollywood science-fiction
movie Men in Black, the main character,
Agent Kay, is leading humanity's attempt to
defend itself against "the scum of the universe." And at one point in the dialogue Kay
tries to chart human progress by declaring
that 500 years ago everyone thought (1) that
the earth was flat, and (2) that we were the
center of the universe.
The first of Agent Kay's two claims is really very easy to dispose of - pace George and
Ira Gershwin, who wrote, in a popular song,
"They all laughed at Christopher Columbus /
When he said that the world was round." In
fact I don't doubt that some of Columbus's
contemporaries might have thought that
the earth was flat. On the other hand, I'd lay
even odds that within a ten mile radius of
your local planetarium you could find someone who believes in a flat earth. If we're comparing educated people with educated people, however, it is easy to show how Aristotle
in the fourth century H.C. taught that the
earth is spherical, and how Eratosthenes at
the beginning of the second century B.C.
devised a method for calculating, pretty
accurately, the circumference of the spherical earth.1
But that second claim of Agent Kay in Men
in Black, the one about us no longer "being
the center of the universe," is the one I want
to focus on here. What I would like to suggest is that it actually impedes, even perverts,
our understanding of the history of astronomy.
And yet, Hollywood B-movies aside, how
often have you heard or read - or perhaps
even said - that Copernicus dethroned
humankind by removing earth from the
center of the universe? One hears this claim
from some quite reputable sources. Most
high school science texts seem to say so, as
do many univerSity-level "Astronomy 101"
syllabuses. Anyone writing on the history of
science as it relates to human value seems
obliged to say so, including prominent scientists who authoritatively interpret that history for a wider public. Carl Sagan described
Copernican ism as the first in a series of
"Great Demotions ... delivered to human
pride."Z And the same general claim contin-

4

ues to be repeated again and again, as for
example in the pronouncement of Britain's
Astronomer Royal, Sir Martin Rees: "It is over
400 years since Copernicus dethroned the
Earth from the privileged position that
Ptolemy's cosmology accorded it."3

likewise carefully distinguish
and figurative. For
we are
speaking figuratively when we say that
Copernicus removed earth from the center
of the universe - for, literally, earth
there to start with, and, whatever
location, Copernicus didn't
it!
In some respects, of course, this trope is innocent enough, and I'm not
in
pie to figurative language. But as I'll try to
show, we risk serious confusion unless we
exercise caution in moving from the literal
a
to the figurative. Geocentrism is
term of literal denotation: Ptolemy's cosmology is called geocentric because he
that the earth stood literally, ge()m.etI'lCCtH
at or in the center. But
like ethnocentrism and eurocentrism - is a
term whose primary denotation is

Abstract:
For more than three centuries scientists, historians, and popularizers of science have been repeating the claim that Copernicus
"dethroned" earth from its "privileged" central position in the universe. However, a survey of pre-Copernican natural philosophy
(which viewed the earth as located in a cosmic sump) and of
Copernicans' own account of the axiological meaning
the new
heliocentric astronomy (which exalted earth to the dance of the
stars) demonstrates that the cliche about earth's "demotion" is
unwarranted and fit to be discarded.

This claim what I call the Great Copernican Cliche - has been repeated so often, and
by such respectable voices, that it is now virtuallya part of everyone's mental furniture.
But I would like to begin disassembling it in
three stages, by means of (1) an explication of
the nature, terms, and assumptions of the
cliche itself; (2) an examination of some of
the features of pre-Copernican physics and
cosmology, with illustrations of how they
have been misrepresented or misunderstood;
and (3) an overview of how Copernicans'
own conception of their accomplishments
runs counter to more modern interpretations of the meaning of Copernicanism.

The Nature of the Cliche
The Great Copernican Cliche is premised
upon an uncritical equation of geocentrism
with anthropocentrism. It presumes that, by
removing earth from a physically and geometrically central location in the universe,
Copernicus removed humankind (antlnopos), inhabitant of this earth, from its metaphysically central place in the cosmos.
It helps us observe the distinction between
geocentrism and anthropocentrism if we
Planetarian

and axiological: To call an American eurocentric is to say that his or her value system
is culturally "centered on" that of
(whatever that might mean). The first time
ever visited London, England, I was
a
tour by a proud Londoner who
out
Piccadilly Circus to me and announced:
"And that is the center of the universe." He
was, with full awareness, speaking ti(Tl"·,,tiu,p_
and was making, perhaps with a touch of
self-irony, a statement about the ;»1l1n,·t'''<1ro
of the place.
Now, in underlining this distinction, I am
not of course denying that a
might also be an anthropocentrist. I'm simply making the crucial preliminary point
that literal and figurative meanings don't
necessarily coincide, and that a critical
understanding of the history of geocentrism,
as well as of the rejection of geocentrism,
ought to begin by observing the difference.
Then later on I want to argue further that,
for most pre-Copernican
and
astronomical authorities, geocentrism
not in fact entail or even accompany assertions of earth's or humankind's preeminent
importance.
In short, the great preponderance of
Vol.

dence I have examined suggests that the
equation of pre- and anti-Copernican geocentrism with anthropocentrism, in spite of how
frequently it continues to be reasserted, is
historically, philosophically, and scientifically untenable. There neither is, nor in the
unfolding of Copernican ism has there ever
been, any necessary correlation between literal, geometric centrality and "centrality" in
the figurative sense of "importance" or
"prominence." The affirmation of one does
not entail an affirmation of the other; nor
does the denial of one entail a denial of the
other.

and the Meanof Earth's Location
Before turning to Copernicus and his
immediate heirs, let's review some of the
assumptions upon which Ptolemaic, preCopernican cosmology rested. A glance at
one aspect of Aristotelian physics will lead us
immediately to another distinction that
modern interpreters often fail to observe: the

In most medieval interpretations of Aristotle's and Ptolemy's cosmology, earth's position at the center of the universe was
as evidence not of its importance but ... its grossness.
distinction between the expressions "the
center" and "in (or at) the center."
The distinction is no mere splitting of
hairs. Technically, Aristotle and Ptolemy did
not believe that earth" was the center of the
universe." Rather, the universe had a centerpoint; and earth was so located that its centerpOint coincided with the universe's centerpoint. 4 It is quite understandable that we
should ignore this distinction or feel that it is
merely trivial, given our tendency to read
Newton back into pre-Newtonian physics.
For Newton - and also, indirectl y, for
Einstein - it is the earth, the mass, that draws
objects towards its own center. But for
Aristotle, the tendency of heavy things to
fall down resulted not from the location of a
certain mass but rather from the influence of

Copernicus' illustration of his system. From the outermost the bodies are 1 the fixed stars, 2
Saturn, 3 Jupiter, 4 Mars,S Earth and Moon, 6 Venus, 7 Mercury, and 8 Sun. From De
Revolutionibus Orbium Coelestium.
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the location itself, in this case the
location - and I mean not the center of
earth as such but the center,
central place itself, not a massive
draws
to itself. As Aristotle says
itself
in Book 4 of the Physics,
certain influence."s And it is
that earth is
of the heaviest
ment (earth
heavier than the
three: water, air, and fire, in that order) that
explains
the
on which
is
motionless in the center of the universe. In
this sense, then, very
we
shouldn't even call the Aristotelian/Ptolemaic COSITIOiOQV
" but rather
something like "centro-centric,"
have no great expectation that this term
catch on.
Aristotle's literal,
for
earth is at or in the center of the universe has profound consequences, consequences that almost uniformly run counter
to the interpretations implied by the Great
Copernican Cliche as it has been disseminated throughout histories of western cosmology since the late seventeenth century. In
most medieval interpretations of Aristotle's
and Ptolemy's
earth's
the center of the universe was taken as
dence not of its importance but (to
a
term still in circulation) its
One of
the clearest expositions of this idea is
in the
of the great Jewish UHHU,'U~
pher Moses Maimonides (1135-1204).
drawing various parallels between the universe as a whole and an individual
Maimonides nevertheless cautions that there
are differences that undermine any
analogy between macrocosm and microcosm. One of these differences relates to
place and importance of the center.
Living creatures endowed with a heart
have it within the
and in the
midst thereof; there it is surrounded
organs which it governs. ... The reverse
occurs in the case of the Universe.
The superior part encompasses the
rior parts .... While it influences all that
is contained within, it is not 'VO+I"flV,,'~>rI
by any act or force of any material
being. There is, however, some similarity I between the universe and man]
this
In the
the
organs more distant
organ are of less
nearer to it. Also in the universe, the
nearer the parts are to the centre,

greater is their turbidness,
their solidity, their inertness,
their dimness and darkness,
because they are further away
from the loftiest element, from
the source of light and brightness?

PLANISPH/ERIVM PTOLEMAICVM (The planispl1ere of Ptolemy, top) and PLANISPH/ERIVM
COPERNICANVM (The planispl1ere of Copernicus, bottom). Plates 2 and 5 of Harmonia
Macrocosmica by Andreas Cellarius (c.1596 -1665) printed in 1660.
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This view of our place in the universe undergirds Maimonides' subsequent warning in the same work that
we must not "think that the spheres
and the angels were created for our
sake" (p. 276).
A fuller survey of ancient and
medieval Arabic, Jewish, and
Christian thought - for which there is
insufficient space here - would reinforce this axiological dimension of
cosmology. Upward is the direction of
improvement and rising importance
(within Christianity, for example,
Heaven is up; Christ rises from death
and into Heaven; the spirits of the
devout are exalted - literally, "lifted
high" - and so on). By contrast, downward, toward the center, is the direction of deterioration, corruption, and
the grave. In this sense, as Martianus
Capella (fl. 410-439) points out in his
cosmological writings, earth is "in the
middle and at the bottom" position in
the universe. s Thomas Aquinas, the
greatest of medieval Christian
losophers, declares that "in the universe, earth - that all the spheres
encircle and that, as for place, lies in
the center - is the most material and
coarsest (ignobilissima) of all bodies."9
Moreover, based on a consistent extrapolation from this view, the
Middle Ages concei ved of hell as
being located at the very center, and
therefore coincident with the center
of earth. In Dante's Divine Comedy,
accordingl y, we find the Inferno, hell
itself, in the earth's inmost core, at
the very midpoint of which, in keeping with Aristotelian physics as well
as with poetic justice, appears Satan:
not dancing in flames - for the element of fire belongs in another place
- but frozen, immobile, in ice)O
To summarize, pre-Copernican cosmology pointed not to the metaphysical or axiological "centrality"
but rather to the sheer grossness of
humankind and its abode. In this
view, the earth appears as a universal
pit, figuratively as well as literally the
world's low point. As one historian of
ideas puts it, the medieval model is in
fact not anthropocentric but "an-
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"earth ... as for place, lies in the center - is the most material
and coarsest (ignobilissima) of all bodies,"
thropoperipheral."ll This negative view
encompasses, finally, not only ancient and
medieval writers, but also many prominent
voices usually associated with Renaissance
humanism. Giovanni Pico (1463-1494), even
within a work that acquired the title Oration
on the Dignity of Man (1486), refers to our present dwelling place the earth as "the excremen tary and filthy parts of the lower
world."12 And a quarter century after the
publication of De revolutionibus, in 1568,
Michel de Montaigne takes up the same
theme once more, declaring that we are
"lodged here in the dirt and filth of the
world, nailed and riveted to the worst and
deadest part of the universe, in the lowest
story of the house, and most remote from
the heavenly arch."13
But what do we discover when we turn
from this rich and thickly woven background to the work of twentieth-century
historians of science? How surprised might
Pi co and Montaigne be to read Morris Kline's
confident declaration that one of the "prevailing doctrines of Christianity" in the time
of Copernicus and Kepler was the "comforting dogma" "that man was at the center of
the universe; ... the chief concern of God,"
and "chief actor on the central stage."14 Can
we avoid the conclusion that what truly
appears as the prevalent view in the Middle
Ages and beyond, of this earth as "the excrementary and filthy parts of the lower
world," flatly contradicts the now-standard
assertions of Kline and so many others who
perpetuate this Great Copernican Cliche?

Copernicanism and the exaltation
of the earth
In contrast with Maimonides, Dante, and
Pico, Copernicus himself may be seen as
"exalting" the position of humankind in the
universe. Most famously, in the letter to
Pope Paul III with which he opens De revolutionibus, Copernicus tells how "it began to
irritate me that the philosophers ... could not
agree on a more reliable theory concerning
the motions of the system of the universe,
which the best and most orderly Artist of all
framed for our sake [propter nosl."15 As one
critic comments, "if man is the beneficiary
of the world, his profound 'centrality'
remains, wherever he is physically located....
Copernicus' universe ... remains from this
perspective profoundly anthropocentric."16
The contrast with Maimonides' warning
more than three hundred years earlier not to
"think that the spheres and the angels were
created for our sake" could hardly be clearer.
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So let us examine Copernicanism's exaltation of us and our earth against the backdrop
of medieval assumptions that I have ~ready
sketched - assumptions whereby we find
ourselves in a sort of cosmic sump here in
the center of the universe. Consider first the
famous 1536 letter by Nicholas Schonberg
that prefixes the De revolutionibus, in which
he encouraged Copernicus to communicate
his cosmology to other scholars. In Copernicus's cosmology, Schonberg summarizes,
"the sun occupies the lowest, and thus the
central, place in the universe."17 The logic of
this phrase is significant: The place occupied
by the sun is lowest, and therefore central,
not the other way around.
We may also speculate that Copernicus
may thus have felt a considerable degree of
awkwardness, initially, in placing the sun in
this low location previously occupied by the
lowly earth - and even perhaps that he is
compensating for this apparent demotion of
the sun when, in his famous "hymn," he so
poetically (but also with an appeal to practicality) describes the re-stationing:

And behold, in the midst of all resides
the sun. For who, in this most beautiful
temple, would set this lamp in another
or a better place, whence to illuminate
all things at once? ... Truly indeed does
the sun, as if seated upon a royal
throne, govern his family of planets as
they circle about l1im,18
My own suspicion is that this strenuous
revaluing and refurbishing of the center,
complete with "royal throne", was such a
dazzling success that we have ever since
been blinded to how Copernicus's predecessors truly viewed the central location.

tus of the earth, we notice how these
Bellarmine,s language. Both the
Fathers and the modern commentators
Scripture, Bellarmine says, agree "in the
al interpretation that the sun is in
and turns around the earth with great
and that the earth is very
heaven
sits motionless at the center of the world."19
Surely
far from heaven" is a
way
from conjuring up any picture of a throne
a pedestal! Similar language is echoed
Galileo in what appears to be his response
Bellarmine. Here Galileo supports a less
alistic reading: "In regard to
in heaven and the earth outside
Scripture seems to affirm, etc., this
seems to me to be simple np,'rpntir>n of
ours and a manner of JOJ'-'"''''''''
convenience."20
From this and other such cOITes;pond1en(:e

uncomplimentary and
isolated
status that Aristotle and the followers of
Ptolemy ascribe to the earth.
contrast,
Galileo's version of
promotes
earth and its inhabitants to a role of
pation and reciprocation within the cosmic
scheme. For example, in Sidereus Nuncius
(1610) Galileo explicitly presents his U"-'_VlHH
of earthshine - of how the earth sends
to the moon
as the moon shines
the earth - as entailing community and
merce between these two
bodies,
as indeed between two stars: "The earth,
fair and grateful exchange, pays back to
moon an illumination like that
it
receives from the moon."21 Furthermore,
Galileo writes, this account militates against
"those who assert, principally on
grounds that it has neither motion nor
that the earth must be excluded from the

.. , contrary to the oft-repeated claim that ancient and medieval
geocentrism placed the earth and humankind in a position of
supreme or privileged importance in the universe, it is heliocentrism, the new cosmology of Copernicus, that truly construes the
place of humankind as one of prominence. In Ptolemaic cosmology,
the place of earth is both low and lOWly.
Consider another letter, one about Galileo
written by Cardinal Bellarmine in 1615,
almost 80 years later than Schonberg's.
Bellarmine addresses the familiar issue of
whether the Bible itself dictates a geocentric
view. But looking beyond that issue and,
keeping in mind geocentrism's evident
uncomplimentary implications for the sta-
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dance of the stars. For ... the earth does have
motion, ... it surpasses the moon in
ness, and ... it is not the sump where the universe's filth and ephemera collect. flz2
The same idea is repeated with great
and clarity more than twenty years later in
Galileo's Dia/ogo, in which his SPC)keSmlan
Salviati declares: "As for the earth, we seek ...

to ennoble and perfect it when we strive to
make it like the celestial bodies, and, as it
were, place it in heaven, from whence your
philosophers have banished it."23 "Your
philosophers," in this case, of course, are the
sorts of Ptolemaic astronomers who, according to the almost unanimous account of historians of science for at least the past century, placed earth "on a
at the center
of the world. However, contrary to the oftrepeated claim that ancient and medieval
geocentrism placed the earth and humankind in a position of supreme or privileged
importance in the universe, it is heliocentrism, the new cosmology of Copernicus,
that truly construes the place of humankind
as one of prominence. In Ptolemaic cosmology, the place of earth is both low and lowly.
But, in contrast, the cosmology of Copernicus and Galileo is, in more senses than one,
uppity.
Kepler's views are likewise strikingly
anthropocentric. For Kepler, the center position would be downright dull - and I don't
mean just lacking in luminosity. He argues
that, because "man" was created for contemplation, "and adorned and equipped with
eyes, he could not remain at rest in the cen-·
ter. On the contrary, he must make an annual journey on this boat, which is our earth, to
perform his observations.... There is no globe
nobler or more suitable for man than the
earth. For, in the first place, it is exactly in the
middle of the principal globes .... Above it are
Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn. Within the

... earth
other part
tre, which is the worst
those purer incorruptible bodies, the
embrace of its orbit run Venus and
while at the center the sun rotates."24 This is
a
of
what it means to be in the center. To exercise
or actualize their divine
humans must be able to observe the universe
from a "central" but
and "h~""Tir."
point of view
what Kepler sees as this
orbiting space station of ours. And for him,
therefore,
with the abolition of geocentrism may we truly say that we occupy the
best, most
place in the universe.
of the supeIndeed, so convinced was
riority of humankind's station here on
that,
he
a certain
for those (he thought) who dwell on
and theorizes that, in the divine
Jovians, so that
won't feel too envious
of us earth-dwellers, are
moons
way of comlpeI1sclth::m:
Jovian creatures, therefore, have JVJ,~1\_UH
with which to console themselves.
even have ... their own four
"25
So again the question arises: How does
what Copernicans and
actually wrote square with the pronouncements
of modern commentators? Where does it

role in the untoldlrl.lZ
his young
am also not yet able to
when the cliche first
would venture that

Kepler, Galileo, and Copernicus on the Astronomers Monument,

8

ness.
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decades after 1640. In that
Wilkins,
perhaps the greatest English apologist for
Copernicanism in the mid-seventeenth century, explicitly acknowledges that heliocentrism stands in opposition to those geocentrists who argue from the premise that the
central position is the universe's worst location, and that earth "consists of a more sordid and base matter than any other part of
the world; and therefore must be situated in
the centre, which is the worst place, and at
the greatest distance from those purer incorruptible bodies, the heavens."29
However,
the mid-16S0s or
thereafter, some writers can indeed be found
associating geocentrism with human selfimportance.
these are
de
Bergerac, who protests "the insufferable
pride of humans," and Thomas Burnet, who
as it were retaliates by referring to our earth
as an "obscure and sordid particle."30 But it is
the great French popularizer of Copernicanism Bernard Ie Bouvier de Fontenelle
who most powerfully asserts how he is
"extremely pleased with [Copernicus] .,. for
having humbled the vanity of mankind,
who had usurped the first and best situation
in the universe."31 This interpretation of
Copernican ism became the standard and
apparently unquestioned version of the
Enlightenment, as magisterially summarized
by Goethe:
Perhaps no discovery or opinion ever
produced a greater effect on the human
spirit than did the teaching of Coper-

Bernard ie Bouvier de Fontenelle (1657 -1757).
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... the Great Copernican
an innocent
recites to itself as a mea
ry story that materialist
of displacing its own hubris onto what it
to call the
Ages."
nicus. No sooner was the earth recognized as being round and
tained, than it was
the

And from Goethe and the
to the present there has been, in more senses
than one, almost no
back.
of
How
we account for the
this
and for its manifest success in
out all others? I have
mentioned, in connection with LODel"nll:::US

it

inhabitants
cial. Instead it offers - if Oln"..-,,,.-.rr
JfJ'-_'--><UH'--JJ that is cast in

Today, it seems,
icanism
demotion for humankind, a
earthly and human
ness in the universe.
inst
offered an array of disconfirming evidence.
my suspicion that once the center
was seen as being occupied by the royal sun,
that location did appear to be a very special
place. Thus we anachronistically read the
physical center's post-Copernican excellence
back into the pre-Copernican world pictureand so turn it
down.
But I also suspect
can't yet prove) that the
Great
Cliche is
in some respects more than
just an innocent confusion.
Rather, it functions as a
self-congratulatory story
that materialist modernism recites to itself as a
means of
own hubris onto what
likes to call the "Dark
" When Fontenelle
and his successors tell the
tale, it is clear that
are
making no disinterested
point; they make no secret
of the fact that
are
pleased" with
the demotion they read
into the accomplishment
of Copernicus. But the
trick of this supposed dethronement is that, while
rendering
"Man" less cosmically and
important,
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or scientific warrant.
And so I conclude
ents of the view that
throned" humankind are
pernow in the position of those
to the Aristotelian/Ptolethe opportuGalileo's tel,escope.
the
of

ml'~ralmea and very wHjesprE~ad ways
thinki:ng. But, SCIE'ntltlC3lH
was not the issue; nor could the observed
evidence be refuted
the claim
knows otherwise."
seems,
knows" that
ism entailed a demotion for humankind, a
denial of
and human JfJ'-_'-nHH'--JJ
the universe. However,
this conventional view I have offered an array of
evidence. And my
those who still
to the Great Copermc:an
Cliche is that
take to rescue and refurbish it, or else
don it to the
of discredited ideas.3 3
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The geometry of the theater is
multi-use
In
astronomy shows
tors, the intention was for the theater
suitable for live musical pertc.rrrlarlCE~s,
ferences, and lectures. Therefore the
is not omnidirectional but is
toward the

a
arcsmith@sirius.com
The Facility
The Chabot Space & Science Center, located in Oakland, California, is a replacement
and expansion of the previous Science Center and historic observatories that were built
in the nineteen-twenties and recently found
unsuitable for their purpose because of
earthquake damage. The new site is 5.5
hectares (13.5 acres) located on a fairly remote ridge at 470 meters (1,540 feet) above
sea level.
The new facility has a gross area of 8,000
sq. m. (86,000 sq. ft.) housing a net program
area of 5,200 sq. m (56,000 sq. ft.). The project's construction cost of $43 million including around $10 million for special construction and technical instruments. Construction began in May, 1998, and was completed
in August, 2000. The building houses several
state-of-the-art facilities including a planetarium, dome projection Science Theater for
70mm presentations, and Challenger Center.
The planetarium, the largest in northern
California, features an array of 80 projectors
including the most advanced Zeiss star and
solar system projectors and state-of-the-art
laser and video projectors for special effects.
There are major permanent and temporary
exhibit areas and science classrooms.
The facility houses the relocated 51 em
(20-inch) and 20 em (8-inch) refractor telescopes and the 10 cm (4-inch) Meridian
Transit telescope from the existing observatories. These are historic telescopes dating
from the late nineteenth century. In addition, there is a new 91 cm (36-inch) reflector
telescope and a complement of new astro-

nomical instruments.
The purpose of the facility, in addition to
providing an array of observing facilities for
amateur and professional astronomers,
Oakland School District teachers, and college
students, is to provide teacher training in the
sciences, educational facilities for primary
and secondary education students, and edu-

cational facilities for the general public. In
addition, as an Associate of the Smithsonian
Institution, the facility houses major traveling exhibitions featuring science and technology. The sponsors of this project have
adopted the concept of proViding an observatory for the sciences in the widest range of
scales - from microscopic to cosmic.

Richard W. Smith is a licensed architect in California and Massachusetts. He holds the Ph.D.
in architecture from the University of California at Berkeley and a Master of Architecture
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He is the design architect for the Chabot
Space & Science Center Planetarium, 8/70 dome projection film theater, Challenger Center,
and Observatories. He is currently a Senior Architect on the staff of Anshen + Allen
Architects, San Francisco California.
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design architect saw the theater as a
meadow
tor of a hillside,
rise to a color scheme of earth-tone
and natural wood finishes.
for the patrons is on either
the front with
out the back of
theater. The projection dome is tilted
degrees to allow the minimum
at the back for

the back half of the theater, behind the projection dome, is the projector
with a
width varying between 2 and 3.4 meters (7
and 11 feet) with the widest part at the back
of the theater. The projector slot is
15
meters (SO feet) in length on both sides of the
theater with power and control outlets for as
many as 40 projectors and a series of stage
oriented, theatrical spotlights.
Central in the theater is the
pit
where the main projectors are located. At the
spherical center of the dome is the Zeiss
Universarium model IX on FlexLift
lift. The lift has a rise of 1 meter which cenlowters the Zeiss projector on the dome
ers it for other presentations. In front of the
star projector is the array of
Zeiss solar

system projectors. Other projectors include
the AVI Omniscan 200 laser projector and a
Barco model 808 video projector. The projector pit includes an ever-expanding set of special effect projectors incl uding the Zeiss
meteor projector. Adjacent to the projector
pit is the projector utility room containing
power supplies, transformers, and control
cabinets. The 170-degree projection dome is
by Astro-tec and has a spherical diameter of
21.55 meters (70.674 feet).
The planetarium control console is in the
back-of-dome projector gallery space but
intrudes into the theater enough so that a
show presenter can see most of the dome.
The control console consists of four standard
AV rack-width panels arrayed in a 1.5 meter
(5 feet) radius. This accommodates the Zeiss,
Omniscan, and show control keyboards,
graphic tablet, and flat screen monitors.
Adjacent are four AV racks housing the
MegaSystems AV control system and amplifiers, the East Coast Control computer, and
various AV media players and controls. The
audio system amplifiers (Media Matrix) provide 1,300 watts each (8 ohms) for a total of
10,400 watts. An array of eight 46 cm (18
inch) Peavy subwoofers is powered by two
of the amplifiers while the remaining six
channels use one amplifier each. Each of the
six speaker arrays consists of two 38 cm (15
inch) Peavy woofers and a JBL three-driver
array for the mid and high frequencies.

Designing a Planetarium: Ten Important Design and Construction
Issues

Horizontal Dome Theater VS. Tilted Dome
Theater
Although each has its advantages and disadvantages, it is crucial to decide early on the
basic configuration to be used. Although the
structural reqUirements for each are similar,
the circulation and exiting are very different.
Also, accommodation in the overall building
layout will be very different in terms of circulation, support spaces, and access to the
projectors.
1.

Early definition of the Projection System
Prior to the initiation of design studies for
the planetarium, the complete presentation
system should be defined. Star projectors
must be located at the exact spherical center
of the projection dome. Video and Laser proalso
jectors have more flexibility but
want to be located close to the dome center.
Since each system will have specific support
requirements and geometrics, these must be
defined at the start to allow the rest of the
theater to be designed. Changes in projection
systems later may require an adjustment or
redesign of the theater.
2.

3. Early definition of the Speakers and
Placement Requirements
Planetarium speakers are typically large
and, with support brackets, can weigh over
135 kilograms (300 pounds) each. They
reqUire an access path for installation and for
later maintenance. An early determination
must be made whether the speakers are to be
supported on the dome or on the building
structure. Supporting on the building struc·
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4.

Determination of the proper rake
for proper \7,""AT1"H
chair backs is
throughout the theater. However
rake
factor in the """-O"'--.-.L
ater seating
of the chair can vary C011SI,QeJ:a
man ufacturers
extreme rake - say 45
real problem in theaters
tiers because some
must
on the chair dimension. The dilemma
an assumption of dimensions smaller
required
the chair to be used may
duce rows that are too narrow for rnrnfp\l·t_
able access or may even be too narrow
meet code requirements. On the other
assumption of dimensions
required may result in a lower theater seatan
chair design and manufacturer can elllmrnalte
this problem. However, since most plalnetaria
are public projects
competitive
bidding, an
bid
may
quired to avoid this problem.
HHHUH>;.

5.
involvement
nel of the Theater
The planetarium director, technicians,
even relevant board and committee
bers may have a commitment to the
mentals of the theater. The
the presentaing the program and
tion systems should make known their
mitments prior to the initiation of
This will
the process and contribute
to the
of the result. These
ments should be included in the program for
Studies may be
the
Case and
rArllli,r<=>rI to enable these commitments.
6. Dome Tolerances vs. '\lJl1nrlrtinO" Structure
Tolerances
The dome manufacturer may
erances such as radius within 6 mm (1/4
inch) and levelness of the dome support
within 3 mm (1/8 inch). However, standard
erection tolerances as given
the AISC may
be as much as plus or minus 12 mm (1/2
for the dome support system. This
to delays of construction when the dome
manufacturer comes to the site to assemble
to find that the support is
their dome
too far out of
may refuse

Start ofscaffolding for the projection dome assembly platform.
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is more
speakers must be nr.,,,"1,,,,,
of catwalks. The catwalks
between the OUIlQJmg
and sometimes conflict with air
ingducts.
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN

P: PROJECTOR PIT
0: WHEELCHAIR LIFT

1'4: PI.ANETAAIUM
M: PROJECTOR GALLERY
L: Pl.ANETAAlUM CONSOlE

K: EXIT VESTIBULE

LONGITUDINAL SECTION

J: UPPER LOBBY I ROTUNDA
I: PRESElllTATION PLATFORM

H: PI.ANETARlUM MANTElIIANCE I SHOP

G: Pl.ANETAAIUM ENTRY DUCT
F: STORAGE
E: TECHNICIAN'S OFFICE

D: RETURN AIR PLENUM
C: PROJECTOR UTILITY ROOM

B: OOATROOM
II:. BUILDING LOBBY I ROTUNDA

PLANETARIUM AT THE CHABOT SPACE & SCIENCE CENTER, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

insulation, the heating and ventilation ducts
should be purged and theater construction
should be complete (not
complete) except for the installation of the
projection dome, seating and carpeting in
the auditorium space. Also, all surfaces of the
back-of-dome area should be wiped and vacuumed. If spray-on acoustic insulation is to
be used, overspray should be minimized and
cleaned up by wiping and vacuuming.

Photo from the catwalk THROUGH the projection surface.
to install and the project may be delayed
because the dome manufacturer has to go
elsewhere to keep its previous commitments.
Also, the miss-match of tolerances can lead
to disputes on who is responsible for the correction of work and losses due to schedule
delays. The solution to this problem is to
include the dome manufacturer's specification in the construction documents for the
dome support ring.

Projector Installation Access Path
Designers must make sure that there is
adequate height, width, and geometrics for
transporting the planetarium projectors
from the unloading area to the final position
in the theater. In the case of the Zeiss
Universarium and the associated elevator/support this can be substantial. Particular
care should be given to turns and maneuvering space along the path.
7.

out. The construction drawings and specifications should explicitly include this requirement. A proven flat-back paint should
be specified and a sample application provided for approval prior to application. Applicable areas include ducts and diffusers, structure, catwalks, speakers, light fixture housings, and electrical conduit. If a fire sprinkler
system is required in this area, sprinkler piping should be painted and black sprinkler
heads should be specified. All insulation thermal and acoustic - should be flat black
material. Prior to the installation of acoustic

10. Cleanliness during construction
A major disappointment in a completed
planetarium will be secondary images of
bright bodies (sun, moon, and planets) as
they traverse the dome. These are created by
an insufficiently blacked-out behind-thedome area. Even though a true flat-black
paint may have been used, image ghosting
may be the result of dust settling on the finished surfaces. This is one reason for requiring all construction in the space be completed prior to painting. At that point, the theater should be treated in a similar way to an
industrial "clean room." It should be sealed
and access should be controlled to prevent
contamination.

Conclusion
These ten items are the major ones that
come to mind in looking over the past five
years. There are many more issues that can
be cumulatively significant. Each project is
different because of its context and the individuals involved. However, I feel that most
projects will have to deal with issues similar
to those outlined in this article.

8.

Plan Theater in Context
The theater should be created in context
with the overall experience and use of the
facility. The sequence of arrival, reception,
ticketing, information, and the location of
coatrooms should be considered to provide a
smooth overall transition. Time of day
should also be considered. Will the planetarium be open on evenings or days when the
rest of the facility is closed? How will this
affect the continuum of experience? If the
theater is a tilted dome, will exiting out the
top take people to a part of the facility that is
closed? If so, how will exiting be handled?
9.

Back-ot-Dome Blackout
For proper viewing conditions, all areas
behind the projection dome must be blacked
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Projection dome structure complete, ready for surface panels.
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Spark the imagination
af audiences with dazzling
astronamical effects and shows.

An animation from the
astronomical library.

An animation from a
constellation show.

Omniscan works perfedly with all forms of
starfield and special effects proiedion systems.

For more informotion coil 1-800-952-7374 or 407 -859-8166
You can also visit our website at www.av-imagineering.com

april.whitt@fernbank.edu
Greeting on the first solstice of the millennium, bibliophiles. We offer a mix of titles
for your reading pleasure this quarter: some
for children, some for teachers, some for the
general public. Our thanks to the publishers
who provided the books and these loyal
readers who provided the reviews: Francine
Jackson,John Mosley, and Steve Tidey.
Oxford First Book Of Space by
Andrew Langley, Oxford University Press, 198 Madison
Avenue, New York, New York,
10016, USA, 2000, ISBN
0195216865, $18.95.
Reviewed by Steve Tidey, Alexander Brest
Planetarium,Jacksonville, Florida, USA.
In light of the book's title, there are some
serious errors in the text and images that
would not make this the ideal first space
book to give a child. For example, on page
seven the outline of Orion shows the hunter
facing east, rather than west as it should be.
I've never seen this mistake made in any
other book, and to find it in an OUP publication is particularly surprising and disappointing. On page ten readers are given the
impression that the moon is 50 times smaller
than the Earth. On page 11, a waxing crescent
lunar phase is mistakenly labeled as a quarter
moon. On page 14, the schematic of the planets orbits shows Pluto never coming closer to
the Sun for a short time than Neptune,
which is clearly incorrect. On page 33 the
author states that there's no gravity in Earth
orbit.
Oh, dear.
On the plus side, though, this is an attractive book to look at. The design has clearly

The first few chapters give a
standard, light coverage of
the solar system, and the
later chapters talk about
astronauts, space stations,
black holes and aliens.
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been influenced by the classic, tried and tested Dorling Kindersley format. The first few
chapters give a standard, light coverage of
the solar system, and the later chapters talk
about astronauts, space stations, black holes
and aliens.
As there are a number of similar books on
the market aimed at the same readership
which don't have all the mistakes found in
this one, I can't bring myself to recommend
it. A keener editorial eye would have
knocked it up a few more rungs, and made it
a more worthy book.
Moon Landing: The Race for the
Moon by Carole Stott, DK
Publishing, 95 Madison Avenue, New York, New York,
10016, USA, 1999, ISBN 1-78943958-1, US$14.95 (hardcover).

For The

sonian Institution Press,
Box 960, Herndon,
20172-0960, USA, 2000,
56098-833-9, $16.95 (paper).
Alexander
Reviewed by Steve
Planetarium,Jacksonville, Florida, USA.
books dedicated to
tory of human space travel focus
the technology than the
technology. But this marvelous book
the refreshingly reverse aD1DfC)ach
us invaluable
into the trials,
tions, joys and frustrations of the enJ~m.eeJrs
in the USA and
who dedicated
careers to
ways to get
Earth orbit, and then to the moon.

Reviewed by April Whitt, Fernbank Science
Center, Atlanta, Georgia USA.
It doesn't seem to matter what exotic
object we can offer viewers at our public
observatory open-houses. The moon is their
favorite (unless Saturn's rings are at a particularly good angle). From tiny children being
lifted to the eyepiece to their excited grandparents, everyone seems to like looking at
the moon.
And for children who want to learn about
the Apollo space program, this book is a
good choice. (History? How can it be history? I saw it on TV. Real time.)

I n well-written prose, with
plenty of the side bars and
colorful illustrations that
are Dorling-Kindersley's
trademark, the information
is offered in small bites for
the 9 to 12 year old reading
crowd.
In well-written prose, with plenty of the
side bars and colorful illustrations that are
Dorling-Kindersley's trademark, the information is offered in small bites for the 9 to 12
year old reading crowd. There is not much
depth, but the book is a good introduction
or overview.
Several pages of the volume are devoted
the Apollo 11 mission, but later missions are
described, and there is a good list of missions,
dates and summaries from Sputnik 1 to
Lunar Prospector.
This would be a good choice for your
book or gift shop.
Planetarian

... an account of the extraordinary human beings who
invented the space
it to the powers that
managed the development
a complex technologic
enterprise .... A novelist
not concoct a more
jnating cast of characters.
If

Goddard, Werner Von Braun,
Hermann Oberth, et al than is
about them in the more standard aD1Jro,acl1es
to
space
then you
find a much better source than this
tion,
their blC).!UilpJhles.
The preface sums up the book
ing it is
an account of the ex'tra,orcHnar
human
who invented the space age,
sold it to the powers that be and
the development of a complex tec:nrlol,ogllcal
pni-pr,-,ri<,p that has shaped the
20th century .... A novelist could not concoct
a more fascinating cast of characters."
One of the more
aspects
ered is a
detailed, well researched
grimly fascinating account of the V-2 rocket
program out of which the USA got its
program started. We learn about
ries and mines where people were
worked to death. We discover how
Braun and his fellow
(not
ImpHcated in the human
abuses)
contact with the US forces, and the
cess they had to go
of
ed into the Huntsville, Alabama comrnunity
Ii ...

HHHHH:''-,",
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Goddard's career is traced from his childhood, playing with homemade rockets in his
garden up to the height of his achievements
as a loner. Many people wanted to help him,
but he didn't seem to want or trust outside
involvement.
Korolev's story is particularly enlightening. He had a long imprisonment, bitter
rivalries with other engineers and petty
bureaucracy to deal with, while at the same
time continuously trying to find a compromise between what the politicians, ravenous
for more "firsts" in space, demanded and
what he felt the Soviet program could reasonably achieve without killing cosmonauts. Some of the resulting risks taken were
jaw-dropping. For example, in 1964 Premier
Khrushchev was so anxious to get three cosmonauts up in a capsule for the first time as
a spoiler for the first US two-man Gemini
flight that Korolev agreed against his better
judgment to remove the ejector seat mechanism so three people could fit inside - not
wearing space suits. He breathed the ultimate sigh of relief when they landed safely.
This book is replete with many stories like
this that I hadn't heard before. There are also
highly detailed accounts of meetings of
obscure government agencies and boards
whose work eventually led to the creation of
NASA in 1957.
A real page turner that comes highly recommended.

It is a leisurely book to read.
But it does contain a lot of
creative thinking, and it
could become qUite useful
when looking for inspiration
for a new planetarium show.
tographs, some of which spread across two
pages. But the book is not just gloss. The writing is almost poetiC with uneven line
lengths; the pace is slow, deliberate, and
thoughtful. It is packed with ideas, not
words, and the pages have plenty of "white
space." It is a leisurely book to read. But it
does contain a lot of creative thinking, and it
could become quite useful when looking for
inspiration for a new planetarium show.
Topics covered include the origin and
evolution of life and speculation on where it
might exist (or might have existed) in our
solar system, and thoughts on communication across extraterrestrial space with musings on what "they" might be like and what
we might have in common with them.
This is bound to be a popular book and a
good one to remember at gift-giving times
and when we're casting around for ideas for
a new "life beyond earth" planetarium show.

Life Beyond Earth by Timothy
Ferris, Simon & Schuster, 1230
Avenue of the Americas, New
York, New York, 10020, USA,
2001, ISBN 0-684-84937-1. US$40.

More Universe At Your Fingertips
Edited by Andrew Fraknoi and
Dennis Schatz, Project ASTRO,
Astronomical Society of the
Pacific, 390 Ashton Avenue, San
Francisco, California, 94112,
USA, 2000, ISBN 1-886733-98-8.
US$24.95 plus US$5.00 for shipping.

Reviewed by John Mosley, Griffith Observatory, Los Angeles, California.

Reviewed by April Whitt, Fernbank Science
Center, Atlanta, Georgia USA.

A perennial popular topiC for planetarium
shows is the quest for life beyond earth and
speculation on the technology we (or "they")
might use to communicate across the gulf of
space. The topiC is hardly new and we've all
done plenty of "ET Life" shows - but there
has been progress here as everywhere in
astronomy and there is new information to
present and new approaches to take. In this
superb book Timothy Ferris outlines his own
perspective and gives us a fresh look at an
old problem.
Based on the Public Broadcasting System
film special of the same name, this large-format book would look good on a coffee table
and it would entertain guests from all walks
of life. Physically it resembles Timothy's first
astronomy book, Galaxies, with its marvelously sharp large glossy color pho-

By this time in the school year, most of us
are winding down school planetarium programming (or the students left last month
and we're cleaning up the last of the candy
wrappers under the back row). As you take a
minute to rest, remember to breathe, and
look through this excellent resource. Be prepared to get inspired for next year.
The Project ASTRO team has created
another set of lesson plans and teaching
resources that implement their philosophy
of putting the learner in the position of
thinking and acting like a scientist. None of
these is a duplicate from the earlier Universe
at Your Fingertips volume (which is still available from ASP). The format is the same, a
loose-leaf binder divided into sections, numbered continuously from the first volume
(the lone Sun and Seasons actiVity is labeled
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"B-11: The Reason for the Seasons
sium" for example).
The volume begins with several
essays from Dennis Schatz detailing effective
ways to facilitate learning, describing education reform and the implications for our
teaching, and offering suggestiOns for a
lem-based approach to teaching astronomy.
This overview alone would make an excellent undergraduate teacher-preparation
course.
Following the introduction, 27 lesson
plans are laid out in the same clear format as
the first Universe volume. Teachers will find
it easy to read through and prepare any of
these activities. Supply lists are complete. All
the activities use simple materials. Student
data sheets are ready to reproduce. Background information is well-written and
comprehensi ve. There are even lists of
resources and astronomy activities and sites
on the web.

The Project ASTRO team has
created another set of lesson plans and teaching
resources that implement
thei r ph i losophy of putti ng
the learner in the position of
thinking and acting like a scientist.
And the author list is a "who's who" in
astronomy. William Hartman provides a
long-distance crater measurement exercise,
Allan Meyer's "Remember the Egg!" gets students observing and thinking about observations, Jeanne Bishop offers two rotation and
revolution lessons, Jill Tarter's group
describes how to send a message into the
unknown, and there is a whole section about
meteorites from NASA's Johnson Space
Flight Center.
When I first received More Universe at Your
Fingertips, I was looking for an activity for a
teacher workshop. I found just what I needed, and it was a big success with the teachers.
Offer this book in the "teacher resource" section of your gift shop, recommend it to
school boards and curriculum teams, get the
PT A/PTO to buy one for each school, mention it to the teacher-training faculty at your
local college or university, and treat yourself
to your own copy. The activities are excellent, the presentation is user-friendly and the
publication is first quality.
Copies of the book (order code B0123) are
available directly from the mail order catalogue (telephone 1-800-335-2624) or on-line
at www.aspsky.org.
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Susan

working in portable planetariums! I hope
you find it a rewarding new adventure. With
your background your students will be at an
advantage and I am sure will both enjoy and
learn much from your lessons.
Bob will be reporting on his use of a sound
system in the giant Starlab dome, during a
"Starlab and Small Dome Share-a-thon" at
the joint GLPA/SEPA conference in June. It
will be an interesting presentation, and I'll
keep you posted on what worked for him.

OeM

sbutton@ocmboces.org
Welcome to a New ST ARlAB
Planetarian:
Robert R Hayward (Astronomer/Educator
Pisgah Astronomical Research Institute {
PARI Drive, Rosman, NC 28772, Tel: 828-8625554, fax: 828-862-5877, http://www.parLedu)
formerly of Fernbank, has joined the wold of
fulltime portable planetarians. He announced this change with the following e-mail,
Pisgah Astronomical Research Institute (PARI)
just purchased one of the large dome STARLABs. The purchase was funded by a grant from
the Community Foundation of Western North
Carolina for the purpose of developing and
teaching outreach programs in Transylvania,
Henderson and Jackson Counties, NC. On February 28 I retired after 30+ years as an astronomer and administrator at Fernbank Science
Center in Atlanta. Yesterday, March 12, I started my new part-time position as Astronomer/Educator for PARI. I will be developing programs this spring in hopes of hitting the ground
running in the fall. PARI is a public not-forprofit foundation whose primary purpose is to
establish and provide an astronomical observatory and study site to be used for education and
research by colleges, universities and grades K12. It is located in the heart of the Pisgah
National Forest on a site formerly a NASA
tracking station and later a DOD facility. Please
put me on your mailing list. While I have been
using Fernbank's STARLABs for over 20 years,
in recent time it has been only on a special
request basis as April Whitt has been our primary 'Star Lady.' Incidentally, you may recall
that in 1996 I contacted you with the idea of
starting a personal STARLAB business in this
area. That did not work out. However, now I am
doing exactly what I wanted to do then but
under the auspices of PARI. Fate sometimes
takes very nice twists.
Welcome Bob, to the ever expanding
group of dedicated planetarians who are
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I'd like to brag a little! My son is Director
of the Robert A. Macoskey Center for Sustainable Systems Education and Research at
Slippery Rock University in Pennsylvania
(USA). How is that for a title!
When he first got this job, he e-mailed the
family these comments, I am teaching one
class per semester in the Master of Science in
Sustainable Systems program (built environment track), and overseeing all research projects,
graduate assistants, and outreach programs at
the center. Not to mention I will continue to
design and construct many new projects,
(including a farm implement storage structure
(for tractors, rotovators, plows, etc), a 1920's
homestead spring house restoration/renovation
and many other things as well). Oh and I'm als~
trying to finish up my masters degree and architect's licensing requirements in my spare seconds. But my most important duty by far is
mowing the lawn ... =)
I think it is important work; educating people
about environmental issues, and bringing people together from different disciplines to talk
about (and act upon) local and global environmental problems. It's sort of odd/puzzling that
you need such a specialized education to talk
about things so general though ... for example:
Why aren't we creating buildings that are
net energy exporters rather than energy sinks?
Why can't the water leaving a building be
cleaner than the water entering? Why does the
concept of waste exist? (because it doesn't in
nature ... waste from one system = food for
another)
He makes this mother proud!
My husband, Tom Button, and I will be
visiting my son, Tom Reynolds, for the
annual Earth Day Festival that is actually a
week long event which is hosted by the
Center. We plan to arrive Thursday, April 19,
and on Friday we will, weather permitting,
hold a star gazing party. On Saturday I will
present three lessons in Starlab. We look forward to some interesting conversations and
plan to have a great time.
Below are the lessons that will be presented in Starlab. Pictures and reactions from the
public will follow in my September column
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if the event is successful!

The myth of l'erser>nOlne,
dess, was passed on from geI1er'ation
ation and this myth foretold the chanJginlg
the seasons. With the return of l'elrSeDhonlf'
comes the return of the
season
the bounty of Mother Earth can be
ed when she leaves. Other sure
can be observed in
chased away Orion
the animals
and can have their babies; Ursa
dim bed to the zenith to heal
down on
earth as he and it come
again! Come and
spring sky in the Starlab planetariurn.

How did the ancients use the . . . r.cd·;~~
celestial
such as the sun, moon, stars
and constellations to determine their
on Earth? We will examine the reCnnilO1JeS
used for determining not
latitude but
also time of
season and direction.
techniques are both
complex!
liThe Reasons for the Seasons"

Participants wiH observe and record
tial events associated with the rh".,."ro-i,",.~
sons at their latitude. We will use this
define how the relationship of Earth's
lution and the sun's
a role
sonal
Predictions will be made
garding the sun's
and seasonal ch,m~!es
at other latitudes. Then we will test our
dictions.

In a previous column (Vol. 28, No.2,
1999) I mentioned that I had been wo,rkin2"

on some new activities for students. As
'-AI"lQUl':;::U, in New York State students are
mandated to learn to ............
thoughts and data. I also .-.r,~~';rr,~
some
versions of some or~~arnzl~rs
I developed for my classes. I have nro,ro~,~~~
the following two for this column, more will
follow in other issues of the Planetarian.
These two "Moon Phase" spectrum line
ganizers were prepared as activities for use
during or after the
lesson.
(They are reproduced one-half size on the
facing page; please contact me if you need
full-size set.) The first was designed for 7 to 8
year aIds, Grade 2, and the second for
year aIds, Grades 5-9. Students aelDel1dinll
their capability and learning ,
plete data collection in the plametariunn.
planetarium is used as a time machine;
U'-UH

Teacher ____________________________

Put the pictures in order!
Draw a line from the moon picture to the place where it belongs on the line below. Start with
the New Moon.

Gibbous Moon

Crescent Moon

Full Moon

2

3

New Moon

Quarter Moon

4

5

Name_________________________________________________
Teacher_______________________________________________
Moon Phase Cycle: Put the phases in order from left to right. Start with the New Moon phase. You may draw a picture or
write the words. Consult the pictures below to help you fill in the boxes.

New Moon

First Quarter

Waxing Crescent New Moon

Date __

Date__

Waxing Gibbous

Date __

last Quarter

Waning Gibbous

Date __

D~D~D
Date __

Waning Crescent Full Moon

Date__

Date __

Extra Credit: Fill in an actual date for each box by observing the
moon cycle in the sky at home, observing and recording the dates
during the planetarium lab, consulting a calendar or exploring and
using the information found at the following websites:
http://tycho.usno.navy.mil/vphase.htmland
http://bogart.colorado.edu/rvlisle/astronomy/moonan.html
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Many of you, in planetariums worldwide, already know how
easy it is to incorporate a STARLAB into your existing planetarium programs. Because of its versatility, portability, easeof-use, and cost-effectiveness, the STARLAB is considered
an invaluable and exciting multicultural tool for education.
STARLAB can be used in conjunction with a fixed planetarium for:
• school outreach
CD training programs
«I multicultural education
workshops
• special events

CD

•
•
•
..
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community outreach
hands-on education
public relations
teacher training
fundraising

Visit our Website at <www.. starlab .. com>
or contad us for free information about
the StARLAB Portable Planetarium ..
L~e.II'B'IIIiiB'lllB

Technologies, Inc., 40 Cameron Ave .., SomerviUe, MA 02144 USA

Phone 800-537-8703 or 617-628-1459. Fax 617-628-8606. Ill-mail starlab@starlab.com
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Many planetariums have already received their free logo slides.
You can too! But you need to act now, before it's too late!
We invite you to send us your logo. We will create for you a FR EE enhanced version of
your logo and output it onto 35mm film with its matching DlCHvlATE mask.
SM

this · oduc
We also provide:
Custom Graphics (for shows, presentations, print, video & Web) • Slide Imaging (always pin-registered)
Slide Duplication (optical or digital, large or small quantities) • Digital Retouching
Scanning • Special Effects • Custom Design, Consulting &Training
e

28 years of photography experience
• Concentration on special effects
• 24 years of multi-media shows &graphics
• State -of -the -art digital equipment
• 22 years of planetarium slide production
• Innovative computer graphic skills
e High quality slides &services at a fair price
• 40+ national &international awards
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SHOW
DOCTOR™

Innovative Concepts in Multi-Media

the show doctor
6135 dewey avenue
st.louis,mo 63116
314.353.3339

Manning
Taylor
Museum of
University
Montana
Montana USA
The "Try, Try Again" mission to Mars is
newly-launched and two weeks Marsward as
I write. Let's hope the math is better this
time, and the little spacecraft makes it into
Martian orbit next October to tell us if
there's really water ice lurking beneath the
rusty surface.
In the meantime, do avail yourselves, if
you haven't already, of some very useful
materials on the 2001 Mars Odyssey mission
which make this quarter's first item up for
scrutiny.

Mars Odyssey Stuff
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California has some excellent prelaunch materials available which give a good
overview of the mission of the latest piece of
hardware being tossed in the direction of the
Red Planet.
The 20-slide 2001 Mars Odyssey slide set
(#JPL-51) includes assorted diagrams, photos,
and art pieces illustrating the mission and
the instrumentation, with useful brief
descriptions. It's first rate and a handy set to
have - and will continue to be, right through
the spacecraft's arrival and mission. There are
a variety of ways to get it, if you haven't got
it already. It was advertised in limited quantities during the spring on the planetarium
listserve Dome-L, when people were encouraged to contact Consuelo Gennaro of the JPL
Mars Education and Outreach Office at email address <cgennaro@pop.jpl.nasa.gov> to
order. The set is viewable at web site
<mars.jpl.nasa.gov 120m/odyssey-slides>. The
set may also now be available through the
subscription-based IPS media distribution
service, and is certainly available for a fee
from Finley-Holiday Film Corp., Box 619,
Whittier, California 90601, telephone 800345-6707, fax +1-562-693-4756.
Also available is an excellent IS-minute
video which does much the same thing as
the slide set, with lots of snippets of scientists
and workers, the craft during assembly and
testing, and computer animation of the mission. It's engaging, and does a very good job
of providing rationale and putting a human
face on the mission; it would be an excellent
short feature for classroom or exhibit kiosk.
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Check as given above for its availability.
If you have questiOns, Anita Sohus at JPL
(e-mail address <Anita.M.Sohus@jpl.nasa
.gov» may be able to help you. Anita is a
very good friend indeed to the planetarium
community, and be sure to thank her if you
contact her.
And if you're looking for something
lighter to while away the months until orbital insertion, consider a simple and inexpensive game called "Destination Mars: A
Strategy Game" from University Games
Corporation, 2020 Harrison Street, San Francisco, California 94110 USA, telephone +1415-503-1600, which bears the imprimatur of
the Discovery Channel. A combination
board-and-card game, two players get little
plastic rockets to advance along separate
paths from Earth to Mars. One advances by
getting dealt cards which one optimally
arranges into combinations of planet, moon,
and sun cards to maximize points (certain
combinations equaling certain numbers of
points). More pOints moves one farther
along, and the first one to hit Mars (oops
bad word to use in light of the late lamented
Polar Lander), or rather to reach Mars, wins.
The cards feature colorful images, but alas,
list outdated numbers of moons for Jupiter,
Saturn, and Uranus - these days, who can
keep up? It's a cute little game, for ages eight
and up, and our gift store got it wholesale for
a mere $3.50 U.S. a copy from University
Games. If you're looking for Mars items to
stock on the shelf, here's a possibility.
The Discovery Channel offers other discovery-related games and puzzles as well;
check out their web sites at <www.Dis
cover.com> and <www.Areyougame.com>.

Site
While we're on the subject of the solar system, let me mention that I stumbled upon a
very cool web site a few months back at
<space.jpl.nasa.gov>. This site houses a "solar
system simulator," allowing you to view
assorted solar system "targets" from a variety
of vantage points essentially in real time.
It's a fill-in-the-blank sort of approach:
choose a viewing target from a fairly complete menu of sun, planets, and major
moons, and then choose another object planet, moon, or one of several planetary
spacecraft - from which to view the target.
Set the date and time, the angular size of the
field of view, and the angular size of the target object within this field of view, and select
the viewing button - and there you are. You
want to see how Jupiter looks from 10, or
from the Galileo spacecraft, right now? Or
Saturn from Dione last week? Or Oberon
from Miranda next month? Or Venus from
Earth? Or Mars from Phobos, or Phobos from
Mars? Or Neptune from the Voyager spacePlanetarian

craft (albeit at tremendous m,agI1Hicaticm)
Want to add planet orbits, satellite
constellation lines, extra
right ahead! The simulator is great
play with, uses current
once did I seem to confound it with
selection configurations.
The site also has a link to a site
views of surface maps - actual sUJrtaces
hard-surfaced planets and moons,
ture maps for gas giants. What's
about this site is that you can click on
ent areas of the maps and get '-'H<'UI',"-'--'
of the clicked areas; you can
usually through several '-H'~'t-.'-'.H
you reach the limit of the
Another link offers some art
tary landscapes.
These sites are fun for recreational
ing, but could also be useful for classroom
computer lab use or as a live link in a computer kiosk or in a
which
project web site screens onto the
Check it out;
find it rather addictive!

Star Traks
Music composer Robert Resetar
sent me the third CD in a series of four CD
Star Traks, each of which feature about
minutes of his excellent music for use
planetariums. The Traks are subtitled
matic Music for the Planetarium," and
idle boast. Resetar's

to five minutes each,
of emotions and themes, all
and, well, cinematic! I've commissioned
to do original planetarium soundtracks for
me over the years, and I can vouch for
quality of his work. It's simply excellent.
Listen for
and
see or
rather, hear. The CDs (in CDR format)
with
standard limited licensing
to use the music for in-house,
duced shows, with any use
requiring written approval.
U.S. apiece.
These
it never hurts to have a music
library available with
pieces to pluck and snuggle into your shows.
Several excellent compendiums are
able, and Robert Resetar's is
one of
them. (He's also a composer for hire, if
interested in original soundtracks for your
programs.) To order, or perhaps to get a
pIer, contact Robert at
Box 23528, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55423
USA, telephone +1-952-882-0731.
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The planispherically prolific Rob
Walrecht, of Rob Walrecht Productions
Postbox 1025, 3800 BA Amersfoort, Th~
Netherlands, telephone/fax +31-33-4755543
e-mail <rob@walrecht.nl>. web site <ww~
.walrecht.nl> has recently announced the
crea tion of new planispheres for the
Southern Hemisphere at latitudes 20, 30, and
40 degrees South.
Rob's planispheres are very attractive and
easy to use (and have been described in previous columns; the design can be viewed on
his web site). He's planning another for equatorial use, and will then have the Earth pretty well covered from latitudes 65 degrees
North to 45 degrees South in terms of
English language planispheres. He also offers
the item in Dutch, French, Norwegian, and
Danish for appropriate latitudes, with plans
for versions in Spanish, Italian, and other
languages in the future. They sell for about
25 Dutch Guilders, or about $12.50 U.S.,
apiece.
One of the clever features I've found on
Walrecht's web site is a map of the world
upon which you can click for a location; the
site then gives you information on the planisphere which will work best for that location. Walrecht also offers customized versions. Do you want your name, logo, or personalized information on the item? Text on
the reverse side? Particular colors, sizes, or
shapes? He's willing to talk.
If you need a good source of planispheres
and in our profeSSion, who doesn't? check
these out. It's a good product.

For Your

n ..·..... , .... ; .... ~

I've recently run across a couple of fun catalogs worth checking out - the first from
Spaceshots, P.O. Box 1743, Studio City,
California 91614-0743 USA, telephone 800272-2779, web site <http://www.spaceshots
.com>, The attractive catalog offers a wide
variety of spacey stuff, much of it the usual
stuff, but great stuff just the same. There are
colorful posters of popular Hubble images
and others, lovely charts on comets, the sun,
the solar system, the Great Red Spot, galaxies,
planets, and stars, some nice Mars maps and
Hubble views of Mars, Apollo and space
shuttle posters, astronomy calendars, slide
sets, videos and CD-ROMs.
Some of the less usual stuff includes lovely
bookmarks sporting space imagery, celestial
greeting cards, and an assortment of panoramic cityscapes of some of the larger U.S.
cities - quite attractive, if not technically
space-related ($30 apiece). Another striking
offering is a wide variety of colorful satellite
views of various portions of the Earth, in-
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cluding a number of U.S. localities, selected
other countries (Mexico, Spain, Italy, Britain,
New Zealand, Switzerland, Australia, etc.),
and the continents-as well as global satellite
maps.
Most of the space posters are under $20
U.S. (even laminated), the satellite views
about $20 apiece, more for lamination. You
can also get them framed for a higher cost.
Check it out; it's another good source for
spacey and educational things.
The second catalog comes from MindWare - "Brainy Toys for Kids of All Ages," it
proclaims. The catalog offers a wide variety
of educational toys, puzzles, books and computer products to exercise the brain and
en:ploy critical and strategic thinking, math
SkIlls, language skills, and other useful habits.
You can find here models of the human
body, Shakespeare board games, architectural block sets for different cultures (build
an Egyptian temple, anyone?), internet
guides to specific kinds of web sites (such as
museums), booklets like "Fibonacci Fun" and
"Mathercise," and kits for building models of
the solar system. There's not a lot specific to
astronomy, but there's a lot of math and science employed in these-and that makes this
catalog well worth investigating for useful,
fun classroom exercises and for stocking the
old gift shop. (purchase orders from schools
and businesses are accepted.) Prices are reasonable, with many items in the $10 to $30
U.S. range.
For a copy of the catalog, contact MindW~re, 121 5th Avenue N.W., New Brighton,
Mmnesota 55112 USA, telephone 800 999
0398, fax 888 299 9273, or check things out
on web site <http://www.MINDWARE
online.com>. Questions and comments can
be directed to e-mail address info@
MINDW AREonline.com. Enjoy!

contact LlA at 13501 InO'pnl1H"
128, Orlando, Florida 32826 USA
800-34LASER or +1-407-380-1553 '
380-5588, or check o u t '
<www.laserinstitute.org>.

laser

Got this in my e-mail a while back, "Hi
Susan, Just an alert in the event that
unaware of the presence of a fellow "Star
Laber" on the "Who Wants to be a Millionaire" show ABC affiliate. A guy from Califorup
nia (I forgot his name) will be
tonight on the Thurs 9/7 program. He introduced himself by saying he has a
planetarium'. For your news notes.
Carey"
I did not get to watch TV and see this
mystery planetarian or see how he fared.
Anyone know who this might have been?

No - I don't mean "lasers rule!" I mean that
if you have lasers, you have to follow rules .
You don't want to put some body's eye out,
after all.
, Good sources of laser rules and regulatIons, at least in the U.S., can be found in a
catalog I recently received from the Laser
Institute of America (LlA), which offers a
number of laser "safety products" - written
standards, informational software, on-line
training, warning signs and so on. These
products are aimed certainly at industrial
and, medical users, but also cover such applicatlOns as laser pOinters and laser light
shows. So you may find something useful
here, since we of the planetarium laser show
ilk have regulations to meet and safe-use
practices to implement as well.
To learn more, to get a catalog, or to order,
Planetarian

That's it for this time. Happy Solstice,
as ever and always ... what's new?

(Mobile, continued from page 20)

can go backward or forward in time
thus show the order of the phases hr-.rn~·~'-'with the new moon. Students can
their observations as the lesson progresses.
Another option is to use the worksheets
the classroom at a later date as an DV·"Dr.,~'~·~
or review.

I have received several requests from various parts of the world recently about
various models of portables that are
the
market. I have sent the information currently have accumulated. If you are or
of any new manufacturers of
you have strong feelings about anyone
ticular model, please make sure to
informed so I can pass this information
along to prospective buyers.
People also contact me for leads
portable planetariums, so if you
anyone who wants to sell their
portable planetarium, projector and/or
dome, please let me know so I can
word.

Keep in touch and share your wealth of
experience. Don't forget to send for an
cation for the
contest. Do it this year!
-: ~u will gain so much more than you
It IS truly a wonderful experience!
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Forum
Steve Tidey
Astronomy Educator
Alexander Brest Planetarium
1025 Museum Circle
Jacksonville, Florida 32207
Spring/ Autumn greetings.
Before I get stuck into the meat of the
Forum column, I want to take a moment to
make an apology for a mistake I made in the
announcement of the relaunch of the IPS
Eugenides scriptwriting competition in the
last issue of Planetarian. I incorrectly stated
that the last time we ran the competition
Jim Manning won first prize. It was in fact
won by Margie Walter of the South African
Museum Planetarium in Cape Town, South
Africa, with her script, "Davy Dragon & the
Planets". It was published in Planetarian, Vol.
29, No 3, September 2000.
With the re-Iaunch of the scriptwriting
competition again in mind (go on, enter a
script, I know you want to) it seemed appropriate to me to focus the current Forum
topiC on what planetarians think about setting pen to paper (or finger to keyboard) to
produce scripts that reflect our fascination
with things astronomical. Apart from anything else, the responses will be helpful in
formulating ideas for improving the
scriptwriting contest, if we know what the
main constraints are for people who really
would like to produce scripts for their dome
or for sale to others.
So the topiC for discussion is:

Why do so few planetariaru try their hand at
script writing, and what can be done to
change the current situation?
My boss, Patrick McQuillan, has some
encouraging thoughts and a possible solution to the problem, so step up to the plate,
Patrick, you're on.
+ + +

Perhaps the biggest deterrent to the writing of a new script is just that: you have to
write a script. There are very few topiCS, if
any, for which someone can sit down at a
computer and write a 30 minute script off
the top of his or her head. Think about it. We
know lots of information about a wide variety of topiCS often discussed in planetariums
- but not well enough to put on paper 30
minutes worth of interesting information.
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Plus, the information needs to be organized
in a logical fashion that will keep the audience's interest over the length of the program. It also needs to have information that
covers the topiC from past to future. If you
plan on writing a program about NASA's
Cassini spacecraft, for example, you might
want information about astronomers who
observed Saturn in the past. Who discovered
the rings, the moons, etc.?
You might also want to include information about other spacecraft that visited
Saturn. Information about the instruments
on Cassini would be nice. And some speculation about what will be learned when it
arrives would be hard to leave out. All of
these topics will probably require almost
everyone to do some research. Even if that
research is only to look up a name or date, it
still takes time. Which is the second deterrent to writing a new script. Who has time?
With all the things that have to be accomplished in a given period of time just to keep
the planetarium open and running, time is
extremely valuable.
So how can someone be encouraged to
write more scripts? Well, it is my opinion
that we are all currently writing scripts and
may not even realize it. We all do live current night sky programs ("The Sky Tonight").
And we must fill the 30 to 50 minutes with
some form of talking. And I'm guessing that
many of us do "Sky Tonight" programs on a
regular recurring basis: daily or every
Saturday. And I'm guessing that we often
repeat the same information each day/week
with just a bit of information changed to
reflect something new (meteor shower, full
Moon, ISS pass, etc). Well, if you haven't
already guessed, your live lecture is a script!
Write down what you have been saying,
record it on tape, and put some nice music
behind it. TA-DA! You have a script. You
could now run this script everyday for your
"Sky Tonight" program and never have to
speak again! (Well, almost). Part of the appeal
of a live night sky program is the live part.
Audience members can interact with staff
and ask questions, etc. But this can still be a
script. I'll come back to how in a minute.
Many of us also write articles for our
museum's newsletter or the local newspaper.
Many of these articles are about a column to
a page long, and are generally on one topiC of
current interest. TA-DA! You have been writing scripts and not realizing it. Each of those
articles could be the beginning basis of a
script. Or even an entire mini script.
Especially if you choose your article's topic
carefully and with thought to perhaps using
it as a script.
OK. So back to the live night sky show
scripts. I believe what would be of great use
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to many planetariums is a short,
minute script on a single topic that could be
used as a prequel, epilogue, or intro to a
gram. Write a short bit about Mars and
it at the beginning of your live sky talk
summer. You will be able to use
effects, music, slides and give audience
bers a gee-whiz attention-getting '-'I-''-~'''HM
your talk. I also believe that all of us have
time to write and produce a 10-15 minute bit
on a topic. So go ahead and try it. You
be
surprised how easy it is. You might even
able to string a few of your short bits
er, and get a full length show with no extra
work!
Patrick McQuillan, Director
Alexander Brest Planetarium
1025 Museum Circle
Jacksonville, Florida, 32207
+ + +

I think it takes quite a bit of time to brainstorm, research, write and re-write a
script, and many of us are the Lone
in our domes. We don't have that time.
For those of us without a production staff
(there's only one Ed Faughn and he's not at
Fernbank), writing a script may seem a futile
effort if it's not going to be produced.
And many of us may feel we can't write
something as wonderful as we'd like. We
compare ourselves to the "professionals,"
quietly put down the pencil (or mouse)
sneak back into the theater.
What can be done? Collaborate! SEPA's
Erich Landstrom and Jon Bell collaborated
on a Star Trek-type script. They wrote it
together, produced it together, and it's
played in both their theaters, with great success. Bob Bonadurer and Dave DeRemer of
GLPA have co-written two children's
tarium programs, used some GLPA funds to
produce them, and made them available to
all GLP A members at cost. They've
been awarded a NASA IDEAS grant to work
with Dr. James Kaler on another program for
middle schoolers and the general public.
I think dividing and conquering the
research and writing might make the task
less daunting. Any takers?
April Whitt
Fernbank Science Center
156 Heaton Park Drive NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30307
+ + +

The main problem with script writing for
me is time. I have a script in the works now.
have worked on it for two years now. I have
it ready for final draft. It has been that way
since before Thanksgi ving! (I just had to stop
for a 3rd grade program.) There are so many
scheduled and unscheduled things during a
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school year it makes it tough to get them
done. I am also the auditorium manager,
computer network policeman, department
chair and teach a college astronomy class. It
becomes difficult to find the block of time to
get a major project done. I think that a lot of
us can do a script for our situation. It is not
easy to do one for others. I know what I need
to teach via a script/program. I don't know
what someone else needs.
approach may
be different or such others would not want a
script that works for me. I think these reasons are some that prevent some of us (me
included) from sailing in uncharted waters.
Dan Goins
Martinsville High School Planetarium
1360 East Gray Street
Martinsville, Indiana, 46151

ing
in the form of slides and animations will be demanding as well. In this case,
the reward of the work is not going to be the
completed script -it will be what I've learned
along the way.
Trivial scripts come easy with practice,
but the meaningful ones are hard work. I
wouldn't pass along my trivial scripts,
because anybody could write one just as
good or better on their own. When I wri te a
script I'm proud of, you'll see it in the GLF A
scri pt bank.
Eric Schreur
Universe Theater and Planetarium
Kalamazoo Public Museum/KVCC
PO Box 4070, 230 N. Rose Street
49003
Kalamazoo,
+ + +

+ + +
I think many planetarians write scripts
that never pass beyond their doors. I know

that I've written many more than the outside community of planetaria know about some may even be pretty good, but I won't
bet money on it. Since I'm a little insecure I
keep them inside my own theater.
When it comes to script development,
there are several topics where each planetarium needs a pretty general show that they
can update internally. This would include a
solar system show and a night sky show of
some kind or other. Purchasing a show in
these areas will be all right for a while, but
the information becomes dated as the space
program advances our knowledge of the
solar system, and planets weave their courses
through the constellations of the night sky.
For these shows I purchase slides/video and
write and record my own scripts ... then
replace them as they become outdated.
Topical shows are a little different. If you
jump into them, you need to do a little more
than sit down and jot out a script the way I
write my observations today ... you have to
do research. Research is work, and even
though it's the part of the job I enjoy the
most, to administrators it appears non-productive.
I'm currently 'researching' material to
develop a cosmology show for a review session in a college astronomy course. I'm still
at the reading stage. I've read about six books
so far, covering the big bang, inflation, quantum fluctuations, symmetry, strings, and on
and on. I've got a pretty good idea of what's
current and can put together a fair outline of
the topiCS, the scientists, and the tools that
follow current scientific explanations of the
origin of our universe, but weaving it into a
story that could appeal to the public while
meeting the demands of an introductory
college class is a tough job. Finding support-
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How do you know that "so few" planetarians try their hand at scriptwritingl Just
because one does not see a lot of planetarians
obviously publishing programs and many
planetarians use programs that are written,
publicized, and sold by others, there may be
a lot more scriptwriting and detailed preparation than you think. For instance, I do a lot
of short-paragraph "mini-scripts" for
lar purposes that I incorporate in a variety of
comprograms. I do not want or need
pletely scripted program that NASA and others frequently assume every planetarian
wants. A school-based planetarium often
does not need recorded programs. However, I
do have experience writing scripts: for some
years in a museum situation I wrote and
recorded a 40-minute program every month
to present for the public. Long
were
useful and desirable in that situation.
Jeanne
Westlake Schools Planetarium
Parkside Middle School
24525 Hilliard Road
Westlake, Ohio 44145
+ + +

I can
speak for myself, but I have
feeling many school district planetarians like
me will agree. The answer is easy: I'd love to
produce my own recorded programs, but I
don't have the time. Our
lucky enough to have 1.4 full-time
assigned. But we still fight to keep our head
down
our
above water, already
show schedule, development of live programs, maintenance, paper work, promotions, curriculum development, and more.
We work on a school calendar, so I sometimes have time available in the summer to
do show production, and I've even been
tempted to develop a program
that
unpaid time. But I've found it difficult to justify that time away from my family without
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the benefit of financial com1:Jel1s3ltiC)n.
considered grants for show
but grants on this scale don't
the money to go toward pelrsonnel
sation.
So, what can we do to
tion? We can slow the rotation of the Earth
Or we could
to add more time into our
accelerate to near the
of
time slows down. And if those

own, we choose to
surmlen1ern our live program selections.
I'd like to express my
to
who do have the time and staff to
also like to submit my request
programs.
for ideas to
get
us small
around the time dilemma.
(Editor's note: A few
after I received
this contribution from Geoff, he sent me
another email
his
words above. Here it is).
an
new
Just after I sent you that message, I found out
that my
(the science coordinator
for the school district) wants to meet to discuss ways that we can free me up to do
de'velopmE:nt She says that she doesn't care
programs we do,
cut down on
number of programs we do for groups outside the district. While I
hate to turn
anyone away, it sounds like we will be
more time devel··
more of it in order to
programs and curricula,
teachers, etc.
I consider this to be a very
'-l1''-'U''-'-. The district is
don't care how much money you
in.
But
continue to
us with the
We'll just use that money to do
of
the students and
teachers of our district.
Geoff Holt
Planetarium Director
Madison ME~tf()p()litanSchool District
Planetarium
Madison, Wisconsin
UU1'--1"'<C'\.-

+ + +

At Fernbank we write and nuv"i"I"'D almost
all of our shows in house so we are
all the time here. I suspect the reason that
few attempt to write is a combination of factors. First, lack of a strong academic backin astronomy. Second, not everyone

has the time to write if they are part of a one
person staff. Third, to produce a show you
need an internal support structure, technicians, audio production, art etc. Many theatres do not have that large a staff. So the
solution for many is to buy shows, which is
too bad. Most of the for sale shows have little
if any reference to the sky or current sky.
From a sellers point of view this makes the
show more marketable for a long period of
time. But it also means you have many theatres doing slide shows with no use of the
sky. I try to integrate the sky into all of my
scripts, current sky events, etc. This means a
rewrite and new tape if I want to bring the
show back a few years later. But I believe the
basic reason people come to the planetarium
is to see the stars.
David A. Dundee
Planetarium Chairman
Fernbank Science Center
Atlanta, Georgia
+ + +
To answer the first part of the question.
Script writing is a very specific skill, and
there are people that make a living writing
professionally. To develop a skill you need
time, coaching and practice as well as some
natural ability.
Given the multitude of skills that planetarians typically have to master (from technical to management, to teaching, to production) its not surprising that so few have the
time that is needed to learn and develop the
skills of a good scriptwriter.
Many planetarians can bang out a rough
script, and many have to do just that, but
few have the budget to produce lots of
shows, and thus get the practice that is needed to hone their technique. Further, because
many planetarians are small operations, it's
often preferable to bring in someone else's
show.
Another point to bear in mind is that
many planetarians are accomplished at
working with one particular type of audience (usually the education market) and can
provide some excellent schools programmes.
But the skills that go into producing a programme for schools are different to the skills
required to write a script which is more populist in nature, and thus suited to a general
public offering.
Some examples. A school programme on
the Moon might have to cover eclipses, phases and tides because this is what the school
needs to teach to their students. Typically
the students will have been exposed to the
topics prior to their visit, and will get post
visit activities to reinforce the concepts and
help get them over in the lessons following
the visit. However, if you tried to put all
these topics into a public program where
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you only have them for 40 minutes perhaps
(including getting them in and out of the
theater) with no follow up work, then you
would end up with a show that had too great
an information density and was probably
pretty boring. A school group carr cope with
up to half a dozen take home points, provided the pre- and post-visit material is there. A
public show should aim for a couple of take
home pOints, maximum.
In my opinion, a large number of planetarium programmes that I have seen contain far
too much-information, have too little
'breathing space', and often make assumptions about the level of existing knowledge
of the audience. This is a symptom of people
who are accomplished educators trying to
write for an audience they weren't trained to
deal with.
In our theater, we start with rigorous
research and creative thinking to come up
with public show concepts. We debate these
concepts at length, bringing in members of
the team who aren't involved in the Space
Theatre, family and friends. Our developer
then puts together a first draft script. This
script gets pulled apart, rewritten, moved
around and generally dissected and reassembled by others in the team, until we get
something that can be produced visually to
the budget, and has a basic narrative and storyline. We then employ a professional copy
editor to go through the script and make it
sound like one person wrote it. We can get
our copy editor to write the words as if 'x
famous person' was presenting it. Our copy
editor does this for a living. He also checks
the grammar, turns written English into spoken English and makes sure that the show is
consistent with our house style and brand
personality.
This process is the same as you would
encounter in a professional production set
up. Just as in the movies, or in TV, our script
is not the work of one individual, it is the
work of a team of internal and external folks
who all do the bits that they are most skilled
todo.
In contrast, the first drafts of school show
scripts are often exactly what is needed.
So to answer the second part of the question, what we don't want to do is to spread a
myth that anyone can write a finished public show script, and make people feel worried
if they can't! What we need to encourage is
more planetarians to produce show concepts
and rough storylines, and then provide
resources in the form of contacts or a network to help fhese planetarians find appropriate professionals to turn their show concepts into workable and produceable scripts.
Perhaps it's time for the script writing contests to be more about rewarding planetarians who have demonstrated good original
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research, solid narrative ideas and
thinking, by having their ideas
into a professional script, than to expect
planetarians to do all of the above
selves.
Alex Barnett
Planetari urn Director
National Space Science Centre
Leicester,
LH,6AUU'-"

+ + +
Editor's note: I received the
contribution from Gene Zajac a day or two after
so
the deadline for the previous Forum
it was too late to be included. But as
is
filled with much food for thought, I decided
to include it at the bottom of this issue's column.
As a reminder, the previous
was:

as entertainment

Is there a

--" ... -.-.- eroded?
Technology has had a definite
our planetarium lessons. I teach
K
through 12 with programs for public groups
as well. When I started my career in the
etarium field, I used two slide projectors, the
Spitz A4 projector, and a few single slide projectors. Not very high tech but the students
and teachers enjoyed their visits to the
etarium and were eager to return. I informed
groups that Voyager II was
Neptune and we would soon have great
tures of the most distant Jovian, as well as
the most distant planet (Pluto was inside
Neptune's orbit).
After attending a Great Lakes Planetarium
Association conference, I became aware of
video projectors and their impact on an audience. What great special effects to take the
classes into space! The cost was reasonable
and the district approved the purchase of a
video projector, laser disc, and S-VHS
ment. The response of the teachers and students was very good. They were eager to
return. They had the same response as before
the purchase, but thought the videos added a
better view of the universe. The tec:nn01()g y
that makes a difference now is the availability of information.
programs are better
and different each year because of my access
to that information. Vendors in the nl''''''''"I-:::I ..._
ium community are producing wonderful
images for my newest video
Hubble images, satellite images and web
searches allow me to display an asteroid
from just a few miles away or the river channels on Mars. Slide subscription services provide me with the latest pictures and new
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laser discs allow me to take a group through
the Mir space station. DVD technology adds
even more images. List servers contribute
information and ideas, as well as keep me
posted on what is happening now in our
astronomy information explosion. Add a
few visible comets, a solar eclipse and the
audience can't wait to ask questions and
return for another trip to the cosmos.
Technology has improved the type of
questions I get from my audiences. The
media may confuse some of the facts, but the
public does come in with an excitement. I
sort out the misinformation under the dome.
It helps that my information is more up to
date. Audiences today appreciate the planetarium's ability to show a starry night sky.
Technology and urban sprawl has brightened our skies. Noticing a "shooting star" is
an uncommon event in our area. Seeing the
magnificent tail of a comet shining brightly
under the dome, but the real thing is often
lost in our real dome outside.
Access to technology has increased my
preparedness to present meaningful experiences in the planetarium. The audio and
visual effects enhance the experience. But at
the center of the experience is the star field,
which creates the awe of the night time sky.
I have never had an audience applaud a slide,
power point image or video clip while in the
dark. Many times students will applaud the
stars as I slowly move into dark with a final
click of a switch to view the sky at night.
New technology is good, but the portable
and permanent domes allow the experience
to come alive.
Gene Zajac
Shaker Heights School Planetarium
15911 Aldersyde Drive
Shaker Heights Ohio, 44120
+ + +
Editor's note: I made a
mistake when
compiling the last column, which led to the
following contribution from Art Ketterer
being mistakenly left out through no fault of
his. It's a particularly thoughtful piece, so I
wanted to give everybody the chance to
read it.

effects can be
in a plclilE'taJ'l1
show. One can even get an
the
at the new
urn, in the Rose Center for Earth and
Science at the American Museum of Natural
in New York.
But few planetaria have budgets close to
the budget of the new
Planetarium.
But even on a much smaller scale, the planetarium dome can still capture an audience's
imagination
recreating the night
and
events taking place in that
Although in
many cases,
all cases, the dome may
be shared with laser shows and other eye
UViJILLIUlllL'll

I believe a full answer would be a challenging topiC for a Master's Thesis, but here are a
few thoughts.
It's clear that the
in preventing erosion of the planetarium profession is to create an enthusiasm about the
and celestial
events in the general public, and once the
audience has assembled, keeping and even
peaking that enthusiasm. How to do this
may not be as clear, but linking the shows to
events that are in the news is one way to create an interest. Today space is in the news
daily. The International Space Station; the
shuttle service missions with launch schedules available on the internet; the Mir's
"retirement"; views of Mars; the possibility of
liquid water on Mars; the "face" on Mars; possible life forms in space; planets orbiting
other stars; where are the Voyagers?, the
asteroid menace and what did Bruce Willis
do right/wrong when he landed on the asteroid in the movie
are all hooks
that could bring in an audience and
great lead-in programs. This, followed
traditional view of the night
itself, (with
some perhaps some New
music) would at least to me be much
entertaining than
patterns on
the dome.
One aspect of the traditional plametaI'lU1TI
show that is
myths. I have
associated with the constellations to be very
entertaining, as well as a
ate constellations. In pn~senting p!ametar'lUlTI
shows to grades K-12,
grades, I've found that after
seen Clash of the Titans on TV and are familiar with Hercules or the Medusa, that I have
their full attention. I was certain that I had
their attention when I was asked if there is a
constellation for Xena.
In an educational setting such as a
school, integrating the planetarium presentations with the curriculum is important in
creating interest in the
For
one
can show how the
or Columbus
knew how far north or south they were, but

had
a
of east or
could "walk" with Aristotle and r"r2lto:Sthenes
south and be convinced that
round and appreciate how to measure
cumference. And,
programs
these are
used to connect
lum to an ".,rtc> .. c+·~.,,'inrr

Science's
Planetarium, or
hon and answer
in closer
engages the audience. This is a
audiences

outside our solar system?
mc:orporating some of the answers
show

experience.
But also, if you can't beat 'em, join
Since the laser shows seem to be
the laser effects are r11,rron+l
the planetaritlm,
of these effects into the presentations?
positions and
Pleiades
left their
ran to the west
Aldebaran, who
could
that Aldebaran means
in Arabic or where these stars are
to one another? That may not be quite
correct, but I would guess
devices linked with appropriate
been
into pianetarlU1TI
shows.

ing and educational entertainment to
audiences
and
about
and space, at least until
puter screens become dome
each have a
Ketterer
BAK Associates

\-JIJ'-'_IUl!

Having worked part-time in a high school
planetarium (using a Goto Model E-S
Viewlex planetarium system, vintage 1974)
with very little budget, my initial reaction is
YES, there is a danger of eroding the profession! How does one compete with MTV,
home computers with multi-media effects,
computer generated special effect movies,
and virtual reality simulations?
There is a danger of erosion, but it can be
met. One can compete with the eye candy.
Clearly with a large enough budget the same
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+ + +
Here is the

for the next column:

to receive any
I'll be
these lines you may have
18.

/(

genLeal
Planetarium (Ramiro has
in space
medicine). The Planetarium has a very
attractive architecture of its exterior, an
excellent Goto
instrument, a 15
meter dome, and is fully
it
one of Mexico's best.
Host is Adriim Aviles Arreola, director of
the Planetarium.
the
dealt
Planetarium in the State of

skies are now be<:onllinli!
even in
where no
human-made light pollution is present (wonder if the SEPAs have any
that?). So, the season for natural
is over for this time, but the planetarium
is acceptable solace.
The International News column depends
entirely on contributions from IPS Affiliate
thanks
Associations all over the world.
to Steve Balog, Bart Benjamin, Ignacio Castro,
John Dickenson, Jon Elvert, Jean-Michel
Faidit, John Hare, and Loris Ramponi for
your contributions. You are welcome back
with new reports, and I look forward to
reports from other Associations as well.
Upcoming deadlines are 1
for Planetarian 3/01 and 1 October for 4/01.

Among the latest news from France, the
edition of Planetariums
with its
and the
number of pages
usual
ever published since the creation of this
magazine seven years ago.
On 18 April was the
of
at 36
planetariums of "La planete aux mille regards," a new show
APLF and
CNES (Centre National d'Etudes
It
is the first show
diffused
a
so large number of p12lTIetaI"iUlms.
This year, the annual
of French
Speaking Planetariums Association is held in
in
at Milan and Brescia.

pubIlSh'~c1, some
activities may have
such
as AMPACs annual meeting. It took
from 16 to 19
at the Ciudad Victoria
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2002 Conference at the Centro de Convenciones de Morelia in Morelia, Mexico.
many will need to become members in order to attend this conference.
Another aspect considered for next
is
the
of
AMPACs 2002
+"",,,+1<"'00'" with the IPS Conference.
other acti vities, the Museo
ecrlologllCO (MUTEC) had an exhibition to
commemorate the 40 th anniversary of man
in space from the 2
to 1]
E. Eno Planetarium offered a
Astronomical Festival on 28
brate Children's
which in Mexico is
tomary to celebrate on 30
were treated with games,
ing lectures on astronomy, contests, etc., in
order to make their visit to the
a most memorable

Centres
The CCSC held its annual
Ottawa, Ontario 3-4
For some time
of the Science Center/Planetarium
community in Canada has been waning,
least as far as the federal government is
cerned. Federal
and support
declined, and this has in many ~Vl.111J.lU1JJ
been matched
declines in support
provincial and muniCipal governments.
CCSC directors have
a strategy
address this
Canada-wide survey to determine
and scope of our facilities, resources, and
grams, and to
commonal ties
our member on~arlizations.
were presented 3
and strategies for
ing our profile with government will also
discussed, and imnlE'mlEn1:ation
Also in Ottawa a group of CCSC members
with an interest in space will be
with Canadian astronaut Marc Garneau
CSA staff to discuss
collaborative
Canadian
A number of initiatives are
way at
member facilities
country, and it is
that with Marc
Garneau's recent
to Vice
President of the CSA, there will be further

academe".

At the Robert T. Longway Planetarium
will be closed beginning 18 June for the
installation of a Digistar II. The reopening is
set for late September.
The Exhibit Museum Planetarium in Ann
Arbor reports that a renovation could be in
their future. Three options are currently
being discussed, each of which would result
in the addition of much needed space. A
search committee is also being formed to
hire the Museum's first full-time, professional director.
The Cranbrook Institute of Science Planetarium in Bloomfield Hills is in the initial
stages of producing their summer program
"Visions of an Infinite Universe" as well as
teaching a month--long introductory astronomy course during April. The astronomy
staff at Cranbrook welcomed Rob Landis,
Cassini Mission Controller, NASA Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, to Cranbrook's Sunday Brunch Lecture Series on 11 March.
Ohio. The Boonshoft Museum planetarium in Dayton was closed the last two weeks
of March for the installation of a Digistar II
system. A used Trax SunCapsule heliostat
purchased from the Royal Ontario Museum
was also installed this spring. The planetarium celebrated Astronomy Day with their
local Miami Valley Astronomical Society.
Youngstown State University honored
one of its own at its winter 2000 commencement as it awarded Joe Tucciarone an honorary Doctorate of Science for his accomplishments in the field of science illustration
and planetarium education. Joe also served as
commencement speaker.
Wisconsin/Minnesota. The WIMPS met
20-21 April at Larry Mascott's Planetarium at
the Mayo High School in Rochester, Minnesota. In Minneapolis, the staff is working
on the pre-design for a new planetarium to
open in 2006. Meanwhile, they have produced a new original show for the young
stargazers called "Wish Upon A Star."
With their 8-70 film capabilities, the
Paulucci Space Theatre in Hibbing, Minnesota is showing their original works entitled
"Icy Worlds" and "Whales and Dolphins." A
new computer in the theater is also helping
them do live presentations on the Hubble
Space Telescope and International Space
Station. The planetarium in Wausau is now
known as the Wausau School District Planetarium and Multi-media dome. Through a
local grant, they now offer "Sky's the Limit,"
an integrated production featuring five constellations where kids work in the visual arts,
music, poetry, and food!

Italian
Association
The second itinerant planetarium model

34

Cosmodissee began its public activities in the
south of Italy, in the village of Salve near the
city of Lecce. This S-meter diameter inflatable dome is managed by the association
ASTRA, directed by Vito Lecci, address
ASTRA, c/o Osservatorio Astronomico Galilei, via Carducci 172, IT 73050 Salve, Italy.
The Association is on the web at <www
.astra.educations.net>, e-mail <astra-net
@libero.it>. The complete list of Italian planetaria - now more than 70 medium and small
domes - is available on Internet at <www
.cityline.it/CULT /Grup sci/planeta.html>.
A new planetarium has been open in the
Library Marconi in Rome, managed by CDS
and directed by Dott Chirri <www.go.to/hipparcos>. CDS organizes scientific exhibitions,
in particular during the summer, and also
manages a small Goto EX-3. The instrument
installed in the library is produced by the
Italian craftsman Gianpaolo Gambato.
The next Italian National Meeting of Planetaria will be held on 14 October in the city
of Rovigo in northeastern Italy, just one
week before the International Planetarium
SOCiety Council meeting in Castel Gandolfo
(Vatican State). It is a good opportunity for
IPS Council members interested in presenting a communication during the Italian
Meeting.

nal, several of them are COlmrlUter-:ger1eratt:d
plus Digistar and conventional 3Smm
The original music for the show was
and performed
Mark Snow and
being released as a CD, which is sold C<H~U'fo..H
the museum shop. One of the many partners
in the project was the Swedish Air Force (!).
To date the show has been
#1,
#2, in attendance
with the other
features currently offered
Omnimax
films. "UFO" has
sold out all
mances on some weekends when the
have not. To see a 30-second
(approx.11 Mb) for "UFO," visit

Nordic

trailer.mov>.
Dr. Aadu Ott of Goteborg's
been promoted to full professor in
education. In Ott's own words: "Now my
demic career is finished." LOlngraitulatioIlls!
To Planetarian readers, he is among
things known as author of "Aniara:
a
Space Epic and its Author" in No. 27/2 (1998).
Teknoland - as an important trial case
all Swedish science centers and plame'taI'iUlms
is still fighting the case for being
as
a museum (which, indeed, such institutions
are according to Ie OM bylaws),
should lead to a substantially lower VAT, 6%
as compared to the Swedish normal 25%.
The case is now in the Swedish
Administrative Court.

This year's NOP A Conference will be held
7-9 September at the Futures' Museum in
Borlange, Sweden the place of IPS'90. The
program will include invited as well as contributed papers, workshops, and a membershi p meeting. Conference chair Hans
Lundstrom plans an interesting event, and
one with a modest registration fee as welL
For more information, contact him at
<hans@framtidsmuseet.se>.
Cosmonova in Stockholm, Sweden had its
five millionth visitor on 11 April at 11.30; the
lO-year old Martin Granbohm, from Stockholm, who was visiting the Museum of
Natural History and Cosmonova to~~etJner
with his grandfather. He received a special
card good for one year's free admission and a
big bouquet of flowers. Cosmonova originally opened in October 1992 and has remained
in the top five attractions in Stockholm
since then.
After 17-months of production, Cosmonova's new planetarium show, "UFO - Sanningen ar har" ("UFO - The Truth is Here")
opened on 9 March. Arguably one of the
most complicated planetarium shows ever
produced, it includes six Omnimax film clips
(two of them computer animations original
to the project), 69 video clips (66 of them
original) shown from four steerable Barcos,
over 40 ProDome all-skies (all of them origi-

This
Western Alliance Conference
represen ting the PP A, RMPA, GPPA
SWAP affiliates will be hosted
Jon
at the Lane Planetarium in Eugene,
Dates are 4-7 October. Information and
tration is now available on the conference's
web-site at <www.200l-western-alliance-conference.org>. Regional members should also
be
information via snail
Don't miss this 2001: An Oughtta See
Conference!
"The Universe in the Classroom 2001: A
National
on Teaching J\stfcmc>mv
in Grades 3-12/1 takes place on 14-17
at Radisson Riverfront Hotel St. Paul,
nesota as part of the 113th Annual
of
the Astronomical Society of the Pacific.
Workshops will be held on activities and
techniques for teaching astronomy effectivewith strands for both novice and
enced teachers. No background in astronomy reqUired. Includes two days of non-technical talks on astronomy and two
of
hands-on activities. For more information,
see <www.aspsky.org/meetings.html>, e-mail
<meeting@aspsky.org>, phone +1-415-3371100 xlOO, and fax +1-415-337-5205.
The book Cosmos in the Classroom 2000
teaching introductory astronomy is
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lished by ASP. At the July 2000 meeting of
the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, over
150 astronomy instructors from around the
country met for three days to discuss techniques for teaching the introductory college
astronomy course for non-science majors.
(The meeting was co-sponsored by the
American Astronomical Society, and supported by NSF and NASA.) All the presenters
were asked to prepare handouts, so that participants could take home a written record
of the proceedings.
Now ASP is making a 334-page loose-leaf
book of these handouts, available to any
astronomy instructors who were not able to
attend. The 81 papers cover such topics as:
.. practical advice from research on how students really learn,
• better ways of assessing student performance than boring multiple-choice
quizzes,
• ways to get out of lecture mode, even in
big classes,
• inexpensive lab exercises for poor departments,
.. using science fiction to teach astronomical concepts,
.. teaching tools on the Internet,
.. favorite demonstrations (from a number
of veteran teachers),
• offering courses in astrobiology and other
interdisciplinary topics,
• resource guides to readings, software, and
web sites,
.. ways of responding to creationism (and
religious issues in general) in your classroom,and
.. some things I wish I had known when I
started teaching.
Both experienced instructors and those
new to astronomy teaching will find a great
deal of in terest to them in this volume.
Many of the materials and gUides are published for the first time, and cannot be found
in any other format. The book is available
for $24.95 (plus $5 shipping and handling in
the U.S.) It may be ordered through the
Society's mail order catalog (item BO 260) by
calling 1-800-335-2624. (The catalog is also
available on line at: <www.aspsky.org>.), or
you can send payment to: Astronomical
Society of the Pacific, Cosmos 2000 Offer,
390 Ashton Ave., San Francisco, CA 94112, US
A. Outside the U.S., please add $S additional
shipping, and remit in U.S. funds. California
residents, please add sales tax.
The Holt Planetarium at Lawrence Hall of
Science, University of California Berkeley,
has some new developments, especially in
their curriculum development division. Alan
Gould has authored a new GEMS teacher
guide called The Real Reasons for the Seasons; see <www.lhsgems.org/gemsguide
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stopic.html>. They also have new middle
school curriculum materials and high school
teacher courses in their Hands-On Universe
project; see <www.hou.lbl.gov>.
The new 200-seat underground auditorium to be built as part of the expansion and
renovation of the Griffith Observatory has
been named the Leonard Nimoy Event
Horizon in recognition a gift of $1 million by
Leonard and Susan Nimoy (the press release
is at <www.GriffithObs.org/nimoy.html».
The Observatory will close for renovation
early in 2002 and reopen late in 2004.

Southeastern Planetarium
Association
SEPA was represented by George Fleenor,
Bishop Planetarium, Bradenton, Florida, and
Ken Moore, Peninsula Planetarium, Newport
News, Virginia, at the recent International
Dark Skies Association (IDA) Conference in
Tucson, Arizona. Fleenor, during his term as
SEP A PreSident, was the creator of the project
that produced the planetarium mini-show
"Saving the Night" which was distributed to
all SEPA members and subsequently made
available to IPS members. At the IDA Conference, three Executive Directors Awards
were given in recognition of the tremendously successful show. Fleenor accepted the
awards that were given to SEPA, the Bishop
Planetarium, and Fleenor himself. Fleenor
also accepted the chairmanship of the
Informal Education in Science Centers and
Planetariums Work Group Committee.
Moore agreed to serve on the committee as
well. Fleenor hopes that additional projects
of benefit to both organizations will result
from his efforts.
Discussions are underway between SEP A,
JPL, and NASA to explore possible topics and
funding for future planetarium shows.
tuned! For additional information about
SEPA and our projects visit the website at
<www.sepadomes.org>.
While in Sri Lanka just last week, Jane
Hastings announced her retirement effective
at the end of this school year. She and her
husband George will both be retiring after
many years serving the cause of astronomy
education. We can all hope that her retirement from teaching doesn't mean her retirement from the planetarium profession. It
would be difficult to imagine an issue of the
Planetarian without Jane's Corner! Thank you
Jane and George for many years of dedication and service.

Southwestern Associations
Planetariums
Donna Favour retired at the end of 2000
from the Richardson ISD Planetarium.
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Favour had been with Richardson
20
years. She is enjoying her retirement
traveling the world with her
May of 2001 will also show the retirement
,.()f two other Planetarians within our group;
Donna Pierce at Highland Park Planetarium
and Barbara Ba ber at the
Jones
Planetarium in Abilene. In fact, the two
Donnas and Barbara are
a summer
trip together. Pierce has been with
Park for 21 years and doesn't
to completely quit doing planetarium work.
negotiating with the school district to
run the planetarium as a part-time C>rY1,nl",,,,<>
No more golf and astronomy classes for her!
As for Baber, she has had a very
After the Texas 2000 conference, Baber contracted some virus which has made ""..,.rl,i..-.,y
impossible for all practical purposes.
Steve Balog at the St. Marks Planetarium in
Dallas was recently awarded the Cecil
Ida
Green Master Teaching Chair in IJn-.,c,,,.,,
Science. While this won't pull him out of the
planetarium, it will increase some of his
administrative workload, but it also comes
with a nice pay raise to compensate. Bess
Amaral, formerly of the Roswell Planetarium, has landed at 5t. Marks School of
Texas where she will be teaching 7th Grade
Earth Science and assisting Steve in the
etarium there. Both Bess and St. Marks are
excited by her hiring.
Joe Vines at Richland Community
Planetarium has finally figured out the
es of many of the water leaks that
plagued the planetarium in recent months. A
stopped up drain on the roof was hH, .... c>li.-....
water into the planetarium right behind the
slide projectors. All has been fixed and now
Vines is in process of getting rid of the "wet"
smell.
Bo Walker from Tyler Junior
Planetarium has been asked to help a small
college in Hawkins, Texas to fix its old
tarium. The college is Jarvis Christian
and it is an historic black college. The
had an old Nova instrument in its basement
planetarium that seated about 24. The
tarium was shut down in the early 1980s and
was forgotten about until recently when a
Board of Trustees member asked about the
sign on the door. Since that time, Dr. Richard
Groepper of Jarvis has put together a committee to renovate the planetarium
Walker's more than capable help) and
upgrade a small observatory on the roof of
the science building. St. Marks School of
Texas has donated its old Ferson
to
Jarvis. Watch Dome-L for a possible job listing.
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When you order your videodisk you will
see it was worth the wait, and perfectly
timed for this year's opposition of Mars. This
videodisk will have a shelf life beyond the
opposition of course, so don't delay getting
your copy. You can order directl y from
Shawn Laatsch. An order form was included
in the last issue of the Planetarian If you are
an IPS member, and you probably are if you
are reading this, then the price to you is $95.
This is a very low price for a videodisk that
typically costs $800 or more. Even so we
need to sell around 60 copies just for our
treasurer to breath a sigh of relief, since that
number is our break-even point. If you are
not a member, you pay the full cost of $135,
but if you are thinking of that option,
remember that for an additional $10 you can
be an IPS member also, and get the benefit of
your very own copy of this journal.

There is so much happening in the world
of astronomy and spaceflight these
this morning as I finish these notes, the
Shuttle Endeavour docked with
International Space Station and carried
it
Canada's giant robotic arm, surely one of the
marvels of the 21 st century. Mars
is
on its way. Cassini flew
Jupiter last
Christmas on its way to Saturn. Galileo continues its marvelous journey around the
jovian system. And the Near Earth Asteroid
Rendezvous mission actuall y landed
on the asteroid, Eros. I know that these last
mratcliffe@exploration.org
two events have generated a new pair of
slide sets from Armagh Planetarium in
As I write this I have just viewed the edited
Northern Ireland. I encourage you to check
version of the outstanding rocketcam video
out these sets.
of the Mars Odyssey Launch on April 7, 2001.
All the
that is flowing our way
It was such a clear day in Florida and the
a challenge to our industry to be able to conBoeing Delta II rocket performed flawlessly.
vert these amazing images to our domes as
On the video the shadow of the exhaust
fast as possible. Well, it's a challenge, and
2002 Conference in Morelia,
plume is clearly seen on the ground, and
each of us does our best to convey the
Mexico
within a few minutes the rocket is in space.
dor of these new discoveries.
Yes, its only a year away. Our next InterNext on the video sequence are some of the
Many of us, I would say the majority of us,
national conference will be held in the wonmost amazing scenes ever shot in space from
use the tried and tested techniques of slides
derful and exotic location of Morelia,
an unmanned rocket. The fairing that
and video. I suspect that the
of
Mexico from July 14 to 18, 2002. We will be
enclosed the Mars Odyssey spacecraft was
planetarium theaters show the most recent
hosted by Gabriel Munoz, Director of the
jettisoned. It's clearly seen flying off. This is
images via a slide while speaking to a group
Planetarium in Morelia. Many of you will
followed by a forward-looking view showof school students under our domes. What a
remember the excellent conference in 1984
wonderful way to convey not
the
ing the spin up and launch of the spacecraft
hosted by Gabriel. He is the consummate
on its way to Mars - the first ever time this
majesty of the night sky, but the thrill of prehost. I encourage you to begin planning for
event has ever been filmed.
sent day discovery. In my teaching I often
what promises to be an excellent conference.
share the ten or so press releases that
In addition, Morelia is only 40 miles away
weekly with my students, usually
IPS Videodisk #2
from Tzintzuntzan on the shores of Patzastronomy mailing list I maintain. Most of
So, can you get a copy of this amazing
cuaro's lake. This historical site with five
the students are professionals in full-time
video? Yes you can. It's on the IPS Laserdisk
pyramids represents the center of the unijobs, and astronomy is part of their
#2. I was about to send the master tape off
verse for the Tarascan Indians. Many other
course.
Do you know that over 80% of stufor disk pressing when I saw the
dents who finish the class keep their
launch live on CNN. My jaw
names on my mailing list.
all
dropped open - the scenes were
of them never knew how rhrn'lYrl.r
lPS2002
astounding. I had to hold the
the subject of astronomy was. We are
International Planetarium Society Biennial Conference
videodisk until I could get a copy of
trul y living in a golden age for
July 14-18, 2002
the launch.
astronomy,
and opening the minds
Morelia,
Mexico
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory
of
our
students
and visitors is our
Host
Gabriel
MWlOZ
had already supplied IPS with a
aim.
Contact cconvendones@michoacangob.mx
wonderful compilation of video
And just an aside here, did you
Tel: +52 4314-24-65
material covering the Mars Pathknow
it was early in my career in the
Fax:
+52
4314-84-80
finder and Global Surveyor mismid 1980s that many thought video
sions. These form the heart of the
was purely a gimmick. How wonderIPS Laserdisk #2. As the master tape
fully
that medium has transformed
was being finalized I received a copy of the
historical sites of astronomical significance
many
audiences
views of what a planetariMars Odyssey pre-launch video. This new
lie within reach of Morelia. Gabriel has also
um is into a broader context, thus appealing
compilation from JPL offers a wonderful
arranged a series of rich cultural events for
to an even wider audience and more secure
segue from the Pathfinder and Global
the conference, and a trip to the center of the
revenue streams for our institutions.
Surveyor missions to this new and exciting
universe is also promised. I hope to see you
Yet video is now taking an even greater
Mars mission. SpeCial thanks go to the good
there. Contact Gabriel directly for further
stride in our industry. It is the culmination
offices of Anita Soh us and Christine Johnson
information. Later this year more informaof a dream I and many others had in the
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena,
tion regarding this conference will be made
early
days of video when it began in the
California, for getting the material to us and
available via links on our web site at
mid-1980s.
Slides made the transition from
allowing IPS to take advantage of this matehttp://www.ips-planetarium.org, and Gabriel
single images to all-skies many years ago. No
rial and for us to distribute them economiis planning a feature for the September issue
one knew how long it would take the induscally to our membership.
of the Planetarian
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try to
the technology to enable
quality video images to cover the entire
dome. Yet it has happened, and is spreading
rapidly.
Many of the skills that are required by
some planetariums are changing. All-dome
video systems are developing rapidly, and at
this writing there are probably 20 systems
spread across the country. These facilities
require computer graphiCS skills far beyond
what could have been imagined just five
years ago.
Recen tl y USA's
magazine
approached me to write an article about the
The editor I
changes in the
with knew about the
at Hayden
Planetarium and the new Rose Center for
Earth and
Science in New York. He
wondered if other changes were happening
else. After relaying the advent of
video at Armagh Planetarium by Terence
Murtagh (a past-President of IPS), the development of interactive systems, and explaining that indeed, New York was not the only
facility in the world to be installing all-dome
video systems, at least two of which were
fully interactive realtime systems, he was all
set to run a feature article on planetariums, a
first for Astronomy magazine.
By the time you read this column the article in Astronomy magazine should be appearsince I hear that it is
ing on your
planned for the
2001 issue. It is a
somewhat
story since I have been a
in some of the developsmall but avid
the perments, so hopefully you will
sonal anecdotes. Nor is the story meant to
convey the
of the planetarium
experience, but one new facet of our industry that a general readership may not be
accustomed to.
1 am hoping that the article will provide a
small shot in the arm for some communities
who might be deciding the future of their
facilities. Share the article with your board
members. Share it with visionary people in
your community. You never know what
may come out of it, but from what I have
personally experienced in the city of Wichita, one thing is for sure. When a small community puts its mind to do something big,
wonderful things happen. Exploration Place
in Wichita, Kansas, is a facility larger than
one might expect in the mid-west United
States. With only a 500,000 population in
three counties surrounding the city, the $62million project funded by local donations
has taught me a great deal about what a
community can do, and how important it is
to have your constituents, audiences and
donors joining the vision. Similar stories happen across the coun try and around the
world I am happy to say.
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A special event took place last March. An
idea developed by Dr. Dale Smith and Professor Samaranayaka of the Sri Lanka Planetarium led to a special conference called Sri
Lankan Skies & Sir Arthur -2001: A Space
- "Teaching the Universe in the 21 st
Century". This was by all accounts a memorable conference, attended by delegates from
ten countries. All of us who have traveled
internationally will know the special bond
that can be built on these conferences - they
re-energize the spirit in so many ways, and
by the accounts I have heard this conference
was as special as any in recent years. The conference was held from March 18-24, 200l.
Two
were spent with paper sessions followed by four days touring the culture
and landscape of Sri Lanka.
I, like many of you to be sure, were probably locked in your planetarium domes opening new shows for your spring or fall (southern hemisphere) season - that is where I was,
though my mind often wandered to the
magical lands of Sri Lanka. On your behalf as
President I sent the following letter via email
to the conference host to the delegates,
though due to time differences the letter
arrived while the group wewasre traveling
and so could not be read at the actual conference sessions, so I include it here for everyone to read.
Dear Delegates
to wish you all an excellent conI am
ference with your wonderful host, Sam, in Sri
Lanka. The special landscape of Sri Lanka is a
unique place and perfect for discussing
"Teaching the Universe in the 21 st
and to share some of our thoughts
the
made more
thanks to Sir ArthU1~ and the special
holds in many of our hearts for ,n<:hlYlna
many to think of the future.
Our profession is one that transcends all
boundaries, both political and cultural.
Educating our planet about Earth's
in
the universe and revealing the amazing discoveries made in recent years to our audiences is
something that we all take seriously. Your great
work at the conference will provide
thought for many years to come, and for many
IPS members who could not make the conference, we look forward to hearing the reports at
future regional conferences around the world.
And while I sadly could not arrange my
schedule to be away from my institution for
this conference, my thoughts are with you and I
wish you all a fulfilling and rewarding experience, one that I know you will have.
Sincerely
Martin Ratcliffe
Presiden t, IPS
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In the
Planetarian a
de about the conference will be
and Dale Smith is
the conference
ceedings. A special note of thanks
Dale Smith who,
two years as
globe-trotting President, is still n.,"-,,-I-"'''I'o,
the pace of travel to represent IPS
functions,
Sri Lanka and
this year.
And this brings me to a final
IPS
will have to face soon. IPS has eXl[)arldE~d
role significantly into
the globe. We are a prcHessl,onal
high standing around the
al fact we have very meager resources.
many
associations
us
recent years, and a
number of international events
IPS attendance,
we have grown to a point that we
face just how this society supports its
national commitments and operations. Dale
Smith, during his
traveled extensively to many countries, largely at his own
expense. IPS owes him a huge debt for elevating the status of IPS to this level, yet the
ety itself does not have the financial h",~vinrr
to support this endeavor in an
way.
I would not be doing a good job if the socior
ety is left in a position of
ing that the executive committee of IPS has
the personal finances to support such
activities at his or her expense. A future
ident may not have the personal resources to
do that kind of traveling. IPS does not
the staffing similar to other
eties. In business, a company grows
reaches a certain size and then has to
hard decisions whether to
further.
txpaJl1S10n results in ,HAHU''-<H'< ~"'~"i""~~
the management and structure of
pany.
it can decide to remain
small. IPS has reached such a point.
This is where you, as members, come in.
This is your
Where do you want to
go? Should the society move toward
a
executive staff like most nrr\h;>,,<:i{',n
societies? If so, how should that be funded?
that might take a
to
It's a
achieve? Are we to stay small, or should we
grow? I would like to hear feedback from
you
the end of August this year so that
we can discuss these issues at Council, which
meets in October this year.
Finally, I'd like to remind you to take a
look at Steve
article about the
Eugenides script contest that :>nr__ oSlrorl
March issue. This fine contest, (",nnn,nrt-orl
generously by the
Foundation in
Greece, is an excellent contest for our society. It is
such awards that
able to challenge you, to elevate the
sion and to admire those who achieve success.
I-'UUHJU'LU,
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(lane's, continued forward from page 40)
The water drain problem occurs because some people claim
that as the Coriolis effect on earth produces counterclockwise
(ccw) air movement above the equator and clockwise (cw) air
movement below the equator, this same effect makes draining
water in a bathtub empty, swirling in a ccw direction if the
bathtub is above the equator, cw if the bathtub is below the
equator, and the direction of swirling will reverse if you should
cross the equator (as in a ship's bathtub). It was not surprising,
then, to find planetarians Anthony Fairall, of the South African
Museum in Capetown, Clare Williams, of the Canberra
Planetarium and Observatory in Australia, and David Weinrich
of Moorhead State University in Minnesota, USA, engaged in
such a controversy. They all said, that from their experiences
traveling above and below the equator, that the water in a tub
doesn't seem to drain in any prescribed manner. They decided
that perhaps the problem is that the tub-of-water method pre~~:
dates other methods of latitude determination!

lookit1<,3
r
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The life of a planetarian is a really good
one. I hope you are, have been, or get to be
one. I'm retiring from the planetarium job I
now have in my school system, so I think an
active planetarian should continue chronicling all the odd, funny, annoying things
which happen to one or all of us. And I love a
good story.
.
Here's a good story. Retired planetanan
Undine Concannon, hostess for the 1998 IPS
meeting in London, England, tells how she
first got a job at the London Planetarium. .
Undine was looking for a job change In
1974. She checked the personal ads in the
London Times. She saw that John Ebdon at
the London Planetarium needed a personal
assistant. Undine rang the planetarium and
made an appointment for an interview. She
was very nervous about it; what was she supposed to know about astronomy? It r~ally
wasn't her area of expertise; she had majored
in ancient history and the classics at the
University of Dublin.
Undine arrived at the appointed time and
was shown in to the potential employer. He
sat on one side of a desk, she on the other.
She was first asked about her background.
When he discovered her classics background,
he began to bring up ideas about Homer, the
Iliad, etc. "Odd," Undine thought. "He hasn't
asked me about astronomy yet".
They spoke of the classics and ancient languages cultures for awhile, then she was
asked, '''Would you like a glass of sherry"
"Yes," she answered while thinking, "what is
going on here? Is he getting a little too
friendly?"
They sipped the sherry, and continued t~
talk about ancient things. Then he rose, as If
to end the interview. "Oh well," she thought,
"I guess I'm not what he's looking for." She
rose too, as if to go.
He said, "Do you think you could find the
.
Big Dipper in the planetanum
sk y.7"
"Yes," she said.
"Would you like to have a job here?
You've got it if you want it."
Undine: "Yes. What are my hours?"
New boss: "Most people arrive by 10:00"
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- In Richmond
Hastings,
of the Mathematics and Science Center in
Richmond, was scheduled to give a talk on
"Weightlessness" at a middle school. In order
to spice up the presentation, he wore a blue
NASA flight suit, complete with badges. He
arrived early and was standing in the room
where the presentation was to be made, as
students and teachers cleared it out from a
previous activity. From across the room, a
student was eyeing him suspiciously. She
kept turning her head one way, then ano~h
er, and finally, when he noticed her, she saId,
boldly, "What is that?"
George: "It's a Hight suit similar to one that
astronauts wear sometimes."
Girl: "Fashion emergency!"
George: "What does that mean?"
Girl: "You'd never see me wearing that!"
Hastings: Here's how
- More from
you know
been in the
.
business awhile. While setting up Starlab In a
school gym one day, some teachers walked
past. One of them said, 'Oh, wow, the~e's the
Starlab. I remember going to a lesson In that
.
thing when I was III
shool"
c.
Then he spotted George and said,
there's the dude that did it!'"
- in Sri Lanka. Thirty-nine
from eleven countries were delegates to the
"Sri Lankan Skies and Sir Arthur, 2001: A
Space Odyssey" conference announced at
the IPS Conference in Montreal in the summer of 2000. The conference was held in Sri
Lanka from March 19-24, 2001. The "Sir Arthur" part of the conference was Sir Arthur
C. Clarke, world-renowned author who lives
for
in Sri Lanka. He was the
the conference.
Thoughts from Sir Arthur: "We're on t~e
verge of discovering new energy sources; for
example: cold fusion. However, we must be
cautious; after all, we don't know how many
supernovae are industrial accidents!"
Sir Arthur is credited with
many years ago, how satellites could be
placed successfully in earth orbit. When
asked about the success of "his" idea, he remarked: "[I guess it's a mark of success that
satellites exhibitl the transparency of everybody knowing what
else is
doing!"
He answered a few question after his talk.
In light of his success at the predicted us~ of
satellites, he was asked, "Is there anythIng
that surprised you in the last century, that
you never thought of?"
.
.
A. "What I didn't see was the fIber optIc
revolution. I wasn't prepared for the [marriage] of satellites and fiber optics [to produce] information transfer [nearly at the
speed of lightJ." Then he added, "Congress is

at

to overcome
makes two-way communication
comforta ble 1.
When asked his
the greatest astronomical fact
century, he did not hesitate to
out about
age and
Universe."
- Dr. P.
Tamilnadu Science and Technical
Chennai, India, uses a WI<'!S(,O{Jf
tarium.
view the real stars and
the same
Whitt,

/I
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voice!"

urn
a
comes up to
says: 'What is the moon?' The next
comes from young student:
gravity of Mars?1II
John and Linda Hare,
Bradenton, Florida, USA, have a warmng
travelers in
countries.
you are just
country
the way somewhere else, find out if
rOrll11,.t:>rl to do the
land at
airport,
to travel to another
within the country to travel from that second city to your destination. This intermediate country did require a visa for that series
didn't have one! Some
of
resulted and some interSri Lanka conference
on the way home!
- If Southern l-lornl~nI1t:>T'p U''-H__ i-'~L~u attend
a
conference, a certain
sion is
to come up sometime
the conference: the "water drain"
This question is
in the same category as the
end
nox."

(Please see Jane's
Vol.

Just like a
grown-up

A planetanum
on the road

